
Ceramic Pottery is the oldest and the simplest art form. Inspired by a seashell in particular and

the natural elements in general, the object depicts a jewelry holder which orients towards

nature and gives an opportunity to savour visual appetite. It is medium ceramic and the process

of the work is slab method technique.
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The real test is not whether you avoid failure, because you won't. It's whether
you let it harden or shame you into inaction, or whether you learn from it;
whether you choose to persevere.

Barack Obama
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The soul never takes birth and never dies at any time nor
does it come into being again when the body is created.

 
The soul is birthless, eternal, imperishable and timeless and

is never destroyed when the body is destroyed. 
 

Bhagwat Geeta

SHRI NAVEEN AGARWAL JI
Founder Chairman, Unison Group

(22nd September, 1951 - 23rd February, 2009)
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On 22nd September, 2020, the Birth Anniversary of our visionary Founder Chairman Late
Shri Naveen Agarwal Ji, was solemnized by prayers and a floral tribute offered by Ms.
Divya Dwivedi, the Principal of UWS, along with the staff and the students of Unison
World School.
Sri Naveen Agarwal Ji, our founder father, was born in a middle-class family on 22nd 

A floral tribute to our
FOUNDER FATHER 
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September, 1951 and left for his heavenly abode on 23rd February, 2009.
He was a great visionary with tremendous personal charisma. He possessed profound wisdom
and nobility coupled with humility, qualities that have always stood the tests of time. He has
sired a lineage that only responds to claims of loyalty for a tradition of education that
inspires and empowers all. 
He authorized path breaking innovations in the history of technical education in
Uttarakhand. Sri Naveen Agarwal Ji stands tall amongst the hills of his hometown Dehradun.
He was a living testimony of what an ordinary citizen fuelled by enterprise and driven by
determination can achieve in his lifetime. 
True men like him are rare. They come gifted with the power and vision to change the
destiny of people, to alter the course of academic history of generations to come.
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The students of Unison World School strive to uphold
the vision of our Founder Chairman.Every year on this
day the staff and the students render community
service. Following the tradition, they visited a nearby
Anganwadi School to paint the classroom walls in the
colours of their care and creativity to help the young
learners. 
Besides this, Unison World School conducted a tie and
dye workshop in association with ‘Devbhumi Janseva
and Sadbhawna Samiti’, Kandikhal, Tehri, Garhwal, to
help the educated unemployed women of the 
 mountains, apprise them with cottage industry and
motivate them for self-employment. 
Making tie & dye dresses, scarves, bed sheets, and
several other articles were included in the workshop.
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Life – a school which holds lessons for each one of us. Both metaphoric and literal, school is that
ecosystem where learning takes place, so it is not an exaggeration if we equate life to a school.
Learning on the other hand is not just the academic transaction that takes place in classrooms,
rather it is that continuous process of enlightenment that keeps on widening our perspectives
and enables growth. Learning is constant and every experience associated with it, adds to, and
becomes a part of a learning ecosystem.
The years 2020 and 2021 shall go down in the history of mankind as the years disrupted by the
pandemic. They will also be remembered for the rapid pace of tech advancement and how the
world adapted to it. We all have witnessed firsthand, how during this time, YouTube recipes
and API platforms had become common parlance. The magnitude of this adaptation can be
understood by the volume of UPI based digital payments, which grew from a mere 915.2 million
users in 2018 to a whopping 22,330.7 million users in the FY-2021.
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In the vistas of education, ab initio 2020 was a year more of a trial and error, when all schools
were trying to find the best perch for themselves on the online tech platforms. However, the
empowerment that came with technology, helped students, the tech natives, to leapfrog the
pace of this adaptation, forward to a new normal.
Though initially excited by the new enterprise of online competitions and events, students
also  soon became exasperated by the monotony of being trapped behind the small LED
screens. They broke this monotony by bringing yet new-fangled ideas and concepts to the
world of learning. The collective wisdom and zeal of the teachers and their taught gave shape
and wings to their imagination, they successfully crafted several flawless initiatives and
experiences for fellow students. Taking the levels of their creativity & learning up by several
notches. 
Along with all the mixed bag of experiences, the Covid era also brought a welcome
consciousness, that of the importance of physical school. The realization that though tech can
help bridge the gaps of learning – it can never fill-in fully, for actual learning. Learning in real
time is a happy experience which is complete and lasting. As Howard Gardner puts it,
“Happiness and learning are the ingredients of success.”
This edition of Quintessence is an epitome of all these endeavors successfully executed,
learnt, and assimilated by the Unison World School. My best compliments to the assiduous
community of Uthenas and their guides for bringing out this treasure. Together you make a
quintessential realm. 

Best wishes and God bless!

Divya Dwivedi
Principal
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FROM THE 

Editor In-Chief

 

The visionary voyage and the momentous moments
signify our pride and rhapsody as we present before
you another issue of the esteemed school magazine,
Quintessence. Frozen within its pages are the
events, faces and words of the entire year. It gives a
panoramic view of the spectrum of activities that
scintillate the literary and artistic creativity,
kaleidoscopic talents, diverse achievements, and 

epoch-making milestones of Uthenas in the past tumultuous year. Capitalizing on the
opportunities and overcoming the threats posed by hybrid learning, Uthenas discovered their
untapped potential and fared the flair by tenaciously striving towards success. 
As you will flip through the pages of the School Yearbook, the tantalizing aroma of illustrious
expressions, adroit prowess, ingenious narrative styles, invigorative perspectives and
enterprising content will waft you in a world of euphoric meditation. Quintessence kindles a
spark of belongingness that is built via collective actions and endeavours. The metamorphosis
of the magazine amuses every soul that ventured into the realms of proliferation of the UWS
community. 
It is an exacting calling to document the inspired moments, the literary creativity, and the
artistic rendition into an amalgamation of a few pages.  The mayhem and the pandemonium
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 engendered by the pandemic did not diminish
the resilient, spirited pursuits of Uthenas. It
goes without saying that the hard work
ricochets back in the form of success and this
edition screams out glory and triumph.
I am indeed indebted to the management for
their unflinching support and trust. I am
grateful to Mrs. Divya Dwivedi, Principal,
Unison World School, who stood like a
stalwart supporter throughout the creation of
this edition.The editing of the Quintessence
would not have been possible without the
ardent efforts of the School Editorial Board
that invested The editing of the Quintessence
would not have been possible without the
ardent efforts of the School Editorial Board
that invested itself thoroughly in bringing out
this edition. Further, I take this opportunity to
thank my teachers for their unstinting
guidance and counsel.
My odyssey in the School Editorial Board of
2021 allowed me to traverse the adventurous
roads of unexplored erudition and experience.
Quintessence is the essence of esprit de
corps.This timeless souvenir screams out the 

aspirations, imaginations, experiences,
thoughts of Uthenas. Quintessence is a
rendezvous with reality which champions a
sense of confidence and camaraderie among
the members of the UWS community.

Ruchhika Agarwal
Student Editor-in-Chief
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On 31st March, 2021, Unison World School campus
was abuzz with girls bubbling with energy, ready to
start their journey of success and transformation.
The 15th Parent Orientation Meet gave an insight
into the school’s autonomy and resolved several
queries of the parents.
The programme commenced with a prayer invoking
the blessings of the Almighty which was followed by
a mellifluous musical rendition by the school choir.
The graceful ceremonial semiclassical dance
captivated the audience. Ms. Divya Dwivedi,
Principal, introduced the senior management team,
head of the academic departments and pastoral team
to the parents. The parents interacted with the chief
members of the team who look after the needs and
interests of the students residing on campus.  

15th Parent  
Orientation Meet 
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The auditorium resonated with sweet notes on 24th October,
2020, when the school organised its 3rd Inter School
Performing Arts Competition - Harmony 2020 with a
difference. The mega event was held online wherein twenty
prestigious school across India participated, with a whopping
260 enthusiastic artists.  
The event included a wide range of categories viz., Folk Raga,
Tarang, Ritu Rang, Spirit in Motion, Dance around the
World, Rock the Highway, Thespian & Expression , to 

HARMONY'20
“Music gives a soul to the universe, wings to the mind,

flight  to the imagination, and life to   everything.”        

           -Plato
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provide an opportunity to a variety of
talent. 
All the performers astounded the judges
and the audience with their uniqueness and
were highly appreciated and commended
for their virtuosity. Shree Ram Centennial
School, Dehradun, was declared as the
winner of Overall Trophy, and Convent of
Jesus and Mary, Dehradun, was the Runner
up. 
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On 11th September 2021, Unison World School organized an All
India Inter School Music and Dance Competition ‘Harmony-2021’
for aspiring student artists. 
Every year the school through Harmony provides a platform to
help students express themselves freely through creative genres of
music and dance, be more self-aware, become collaborative global
citizens, be the guardians of the rich cultural heritage and explore
new avenues in the field of arts. 
Since 2018, Harmony has been receiving overwhelming response
from schools across the nation. It began with five categories but
to accommodate more talent 3 new categories were added this
year. Over three hundred participants from 31 reputed schools
from across the country contested in the gala event. 
Eminent artists, actors, singers, theatre artists, music directors 

‘The truest expression of
a people is in its dances
and music. Bodies never
lie’
         -Agnes de Mille

HARMONY'21
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and researchers comprised the panel of
judges. The esteemed judges for the
event were Pandit Biswajit Bhattacharya,
Mr. Dipankar Sarkar, Mr. Hemant
Nawani, Ms. Sreetama Mukherjee, Mr.
Alvi Hussain and Ms. Shimlli Basu. 
Ms Mugdha Sinha, IAS, adept both in
the field of administration and arts was
the Chief Guest for the event. She
commended the school for successfully
conducting flawless virtual programme
amidst the challenges of Covid 19 and 
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providing opportunities to the students to hone
their skills. She highly appreciated the finesse and
ingenuity of all the participants. 
The overall Rolling Trophy was won by Jayshree
Periwal High School, Jaipur, and Periwal
International School, Jaipur, was declared the
Runner Up. 
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Defying all odds caused due to Covid 19
pandemic, Unison World School triumphantly
organized “Spectrum-2021”, virtually, for the
second time on 8th August, 2021. ‘Spectrum’ is
an All India Inter School Art Competition
organized annually by Unison World School
since 2014. 

Defying all odds caused due to Covid 19
pandemic, Unison World School triumphantly
organized “Spectrum-2021”, virtually, for the
second time on 8th August, 2021. ‘Spectrum’ is
an All India Inter School Art Competition
organized annually by Unison World School since
2014. The school encourages students to explore
various art forms as it has the power to transform,
illuminate, educate, inspire and motivate students
for creative, critical and collaborative thinking. 

La Martinière For Boys, 

Kolkata, West Bengal
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This year 271 participants of 29 distinguished
schools from all over the country competed in
nine different categories. The art exhibits were
judged by eminent judges from India, Mexico
and Taiwan. 
The Chief Guest for the occasion was Mr. Abu
Kalam Shamshuddin who is an eminent visual
artist from Bangladesh, winner of many
prestigious awards in the field of art and at
present associated with Khulna University,
Bangladesh. 

He appreciated the efforts of Unison World
School in providing umpteen opportunities
to students for excelling in the field of arts.
He lauded the participants for their ingenious
and aesthetically pleasing artwork. 
The mega event provided ample room to the
budding student artists for showcasing their
creativity in various events.

The Lawrence School, Sanawar, Himachal Pradesh

The Assam Valley School, Assam
Unison World School, Dehradun, Uttarakhand
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Some exciting events were Lens on Line, Steampunkland, Paint A Song, Van Goghing,
Eggolomaniac, Phosphene, Match Making, Wordface and Draw Motion. 
All the teams worked diligently towards success. After a long battle, Jayshree Periwal High
School, Jaipur, was declared the proud winner of the rolling trophy. 

The Assam Valley School, Assam

Rajkumar College, Raipur, ChhattisgarhVenkateshwar Global School, New Delhi

Manava Bharti International School, Dehradun, Uttarakhand
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Theatre is one of the most powerful
aspects of literature, it promotes the
power of truth and advocates for new and
diverse voices. It is influential in all
aspects of life and through the arts and
rich literature, it can sensitize the students
towards prevailing issues and ideas. 
A handful of Xenexos set up the
Production House as it was felt that
theatre should be an integral part of the
culture of the school. 
Setting up the UWS Production House
has always been a vision and this platform
is an open stage for all the Uthenas to
unleash their talent and work relentlessly
to make it a great success. The seeds of
having an in-house dramatic society were
sown way back in the month of October
2020 and the Unison World School
Production House was officially
announced on the day of its first
presentation. 

UWS  PRODUCTION  HOUSE
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The preparations for thesame had begun
in the early February and the play “The
Gift of the Magi” was finally staged on the
27th February, 2021 in the MPH. 
The Production House had a strong team
with Sveda Aggerwhil as Director and
Producer, Aadrika Dwivedi, Mannan
Kaur, Jil Jani, Sudarshana Dutta,
Sunandini Chakraborty, Anjini Godara,
Ruchhika Agarwal, Shreya Ranjan, Niral
Sonawat, Ridhima Arora, Khushi Goyal,
Kaashvi Garg, Sneha Lohia, Navya Verma
and Rachel Castalino as its members. 

The response of the Uthenas was highly
encouraging which was evident from the
tremendous hard work and sincerity they had
put in the play. It is expected that theatre will
soon blend with the ethos of the school and
this legacy will bloom with every passing year. 
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Unison World School notched the
first position in the inter-school
cultural programme ‘Izhare- E-
Hunar 2021’, organised by Hope-
Town Girl's School.The programme
was an amalgamation of various
genres in the field of music, theater,
dance and art.  
Uthenas bagged the first position in
five events: Kohl, Spin Parody,
Thespian, Tasvir and L' Art de la
toile. They stood second in
Reimagine and Recreate. 
The innovative ideas, creativity,
presentation and flawless
performance of the Uthenas won
great appreciation besides accolades
from the judges. 

Hopetown Fest

Artwork created by: Suhani Raisurana and Vedika Jain
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Unison World School held a
motley of events on 14th
September, 2021, on the
occasion of Hindi Divas.
Students participated
enthusiastically in the event
and showcased their avidity and
inclination for the language
widely spoken in India. The
celebration aimed at creating a
sense of responsibility to keep
our identity, culture and
tradition alive by being
passionate about the language.
Ms. Divya Dwivedi, Principal,
talked about the significance of
the day, the scientific nature 
 and extensive vocabulary of 

Hindi as a language. She congratulated all the students for their zealous participation in
slogan writing, poem recitation, enactments and Inter House Debate Competition. 
The girls debated on “Vartamaan Samay Mein Yuvayon ki Raksha Sevayon ke Prati Ruchi
Kam Hui Hai” with great conviction. 
Daffodil House bagged the first position, Tulip House and Jasmine House secured the
second and the third position respectively.

Hindi Divas
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Five students from Unison World School
participated in an Inter School Cultural
Contest VISION on 10th July, 2021. The
contest was organized by Mussoorie
International School, Mussoorie. The
mellifluous rendition of the students
helped them bring laurels to the school.
In Melodious Rhapsody Solo Singing,
Embhallang D. Shylla secured the first
position in English category and Samiha
Rana bagged the second position in
Hindi category. 

VIS ION

2021

Breezing through 
Prayag Sangeet 

Samiti  

Earnest efforts of the students were
finally rewarded. Forty-five students
who appeared in the Prayag Sangeet
Samiti Diploma exam conducted in
three categories; Indian Vocals, Tabla
and Indian Dance (Kathak), secured first
division in the exam. Sanah Agrawal of
Grade XII was awarded Sangeet
Prabhakar for successfully completing
the sixth-year course. 
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Students of Unison World School won
laurels in an Inter School Visual Art
Competition, Kalataru -  2021, organised
by The Oasis School, Dehradun. Five
students from UWS participated in the
Middle Category and created wonderful
art work on the topics given to them. 
The results were declared on 22nd April,
2021, in which Harshita Yadav secured the
first position in 'Srajan', Tishita Das
bagged the first position in 'Chitrini' and
Saira Nidaan won the third position in
'Pratibhaas'. 

Kalataru
Tishita Das

Saira NidaanHarshita Yadav
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Inter School Cultural Contest 
Prasaaryogi ta 2020 
We  Uni te   t o   Share 

Girls of Unison World School participated
in an Inter School Cultural Contest
organised by The Oasis School, Dehradun,
on 28th November, 2020. 
‘Prasaaryogita- We Unite to Share’ was
held on a virtual platform due to the
pandemic. 
Once again, the girls mesmerised all with
their flair in the field of performing arts.
In the Junior Category, Aradhya Chauhan
of Grade V secured the first position in
‘Nritya Natya’ Bharatnatyam Expressive
Dance Competition, and Tiana Agarwal of
Grade V stood first in ‘Trivat’, Kathak
Dance Competition. In ‘Swaraagini’ –
Bhajan/Shabad Competition, Junior
Category, Anika Bhutada of Grade V
secured the 3rd position. 

In the Middle Category, Poulami
Chakroborty of Grade VIII secured the
first position and in the Senior Category
and Samiha Rana of Grade IX secured
the third position. Nandini Kharka of
Grade XII from Unison World School
won accolades at National Level Singing
Competition organized by Ent@b
(Comprehensive School Management
Software) on 8th July, 2021. She was
unanimously declared the winner of the
competition with a cash prize of Rs 5000.
As she serenaded the audience were
spellbound with her soulful singing. 
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On 7th August, the ‘Instinct Vs Intellect’ workshop was
conducted in collaboration with Iskcon to enlighten the
teachers on spirituality as well as to help them
understand the difference between the two. H.G
Gokuleshwar Das guided the teachers on how to begin
the journey of spiritualism.

ISKCON
Instinct Vs Intellect 

On 14th August, 2021, in an Inter School Cultural
Event, “Spark Contest-2021”, held by Sri Ram
Centennial School, Dehradun, the girls of Unison
World School proved their mettle once again in
the field of performing arts.    
In ‘Culture through Dance’, a duet classical dance
competition, Tamanna Bharadwaj of Grade VII
and Avika Dhukia of Grade VIII secured the 3rd
position. In ‘Start up Trials: Young Entrepreneur
Start up Plan’, Yashasvi Desai, Sanvi Lohia, Gargi
Agarwal, Anubhuti Saboo and Tia Agarwal
bagged the third position. 

 

Spark Contest '21
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72nd Republic Day was celebrated at Unison World School on 26th January, 2021, with great zeal and
patriotic fervour. The celebration commenced with the unfurling of the flag by the Chief Guest,
accompanied by Ms. Divya Dwivedi, Principal UWS. The National Anthem was sung with pride by the
school choir and the staff.  
The chief guest appreciated the well-coordinated March Past of the girls of the four Houses and NCC
cadets. He motivated them to believe in themselves and only then will they be able to get success. A short
cultural programme was put up to celebrate the cultural heritage of India. It commenced with a patriotic
song ‘Apne Maati’, which echoed the love of every Indian for his motherland and a synchronized dance
performance by the students, highlighting their patriotic fervour. It left the gathering spellbound. The
celebration concluded with a musical rendition of “Saara Jahan Se Acha.”
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Saraswati PujaSaraswati Puja
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On the auspicious occasion of
Saraswati Puja (Basant Panchami),
Unison World School family came
together to seek the blessings of the
Goddess of Knowledge, Music, Art,
Speech, Wisdom and Learning. On
16th February, 2021, celestial
bhajans were sung by the school
choir in praise of goddess
Saraswati.  

The Uthenas invoked Goddess Saraswati
for Her blessings for their upcoming
board examinations and their holistic
well-being. The harmonious puja
ceremony spread happiness and
calmness not only in the surroundings
but also in the souls. 
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 Farewell to
ISC & A LEVEL

BATCH: 2020-2021
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A ceremonious farewell was given to ISC and
AL Y2, the batch of 2021 on February 1, 2021.
The event was attended both offline and online
by the students.  
 The ceremony began with the invocation of the
Almighty to shower His blessings on the passing
out batch of 2021. The lighting of the
ceremonial lamp was followed by the
inspirational words  of Sinjini Bhattacharjee,
the Head Girl of Unison World School. 
The Student Council marched onto the stage
and laid down their office, handing over their
badges to Ms. Divya Dwivedi, Principal UWS. 
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The batch of 2021 called Xenex ‘21,
received colours for excellence in various
fields along with mementos. 
Mrs. Dwivedi in her address to the 
 students emphasized on the values that
Unison World School has inculcated in
them and reminded Xenex’21 to preserve
these values and live by them. She wished
the ‘ambassadors of the school’ to achieve
success and glory with their resilience and
patience. The short video ‘Empower
Women and Change the World’ 
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 on women who have created and shaped
history, was full of inspiration for the girls who
were ready to step out of the holy portals of the
school and take up new challenges in life. 
The ceremony concluded with passing of the
candle, symbolic of legacy, to grade XI by the
outgoing batch of grade XII (ISC and AL Y2).
The MPH resonated with the school song
drowning all in a sea of emotions. 
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On 28th March 2021, Unison World
School celebrated Holika Dahan in
the hockey field. All
the Uthenas attired in vibrant
traditional outfits added to the
festivity. When the holy pyre was lit
by the Principal, Ms.
Divya Dwivedi, all pledged to burn
away their vices. The girls danced
their hearts out on the music played
during the celebration.  
On 29th March, 2021, all
the Uthenas once again assembled in
the hockey field to smear all faces
with the colours of joy, love and
togetherness. They plunged into the
world of colours, maintaining social
distance. Everyone danced to the DJ
and relished the savouries, and their
favourite gujiyas. The high spirited
and jubilant festivity concluded with
innumerable cherishing memories.  
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The students of Unison World School welcomed the
freshers with open arms on 10th April, 2021. The old
students of the school presented an exclusive,
colourful, gala programme to make every newcomer
feel welcomed and comfortable. The programme is
an integral part of Unison which knits both the old
and the new students into one family. It enables the
new students to know the old students better and
form an everlasting bond. Every fresher was in high
spirits as she enjoyed the event to mark a new
beginning of her journey at UWS. 
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Janmashtami
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Shri Krishna Janmashtami was celebrated at
UWS on 30th August,2021. The day
symbolizes elimination of all evil forces and
restoration of ‘Dharma’. It was celebrated
with great fervour. 
The fragrance of flowers, soothing aroma of
camphor, the peal of bells and faith in the 

existence of a supreme power filled the air
with divinity.  The celebration started
with Shri Krishna Puja which was
followed by divine bhajans by the
students. Janmashtami inculcates the
value of sharing, respect and oneness
among students.  
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The spirits were high and filled
with the colours of ebullience on
15th August, 2021, to celebrate the
75th Independence Day, despite
Covid 19. Abiding by all the
protocols of the pandemic, the
girls of Unison World School
zealously prepared for the
celebration.  
The programme commenced with
the unfurling of the Tricolour by
the honourable Chief Guest, Dr
Rakesh Kumar, MD (AIIMS),
Indian Administrative Service. He
was escorted by the NCC Cadets
of 11th Uttarakhand Girls
Battalion. The students of all the
four houses further etched the
vibes of nationalism as they
participated in the Inter House
Patriotic Singing Competition.
The musical rendition by the
students left the audience spell
bound. Tanvi Jajodia of Tulip
House bagged the first position in
the singing event.  
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Adding more grace to the day was the Inter House Classical Dance Competition. The elegant
dance moves and synchronized foot work of all the participants spell bound the audience.
Shreya Agarwal and Diva Hundia of Orchid House were adjudged the best performers.  
In his address to the audience, Dr. Rakesh Kumar, appealed to the young generation to work in
the field of health, education, and skill enhancement, as they are the keys for India to be a
superpower in future. He not only commended the students on putting up an entertaining
show virtually.  He also appreciated the school management for providing holistic education in
true sense to the students, overcoming the challenges of the pandemic. Ms. Divya Dwivedi,
Principal Unison World School, presented a token of gratitude and appreciation to the
honourable Chief Guest. The day concluded with melodious 'Saare Jahan Se Achha', filling all
hearts with patriotism.
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Teachers’ Day holds a special place not
only in the hearts of the teachers but
also of their students. Although online,
the students made every effort to
express their love for their teachers.
Vibrant dance and music performances
were put up by the batch of 2021,
Xenex. Teachers’ Day cards and
messages were displayed by students of
every grade. Students played
instruments like piano, violin, and
guitar besides dancing to the beats of
entertaining Bollywood songs that took
the teachers by surprise. 
A hilarious skit was put up on students
attending online classes. The curtains of
the event were drawn with a
presentation  of a heartwarming video
reminiscing the wonderful and sublime
moments spent by Uthenas with their
teachers over the years. The video was
premiered live on YouTube. The
teachers were overwhelmed to watch
the presentation by the students
expressing their love, appreciation, and
gratitude.

. 

TEACHERS'TEACHERS'TEACHERS'   
DAYDAYDAY
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25th October, 2020, was the day to celebrate the victory of good
over evil. The Dussehra festivities commenced with great vigour
and enthusiasm on the virtual platform. An online Ramleela was
staged by the students of Grade XI which premiered on the
school YouTube channel. Dussehra celebration became more
interesting with the creative art of the students. Despite the
challenges of online platform, the girls made their best efforts to
carry on the tradition of staging Ramleela live.  

 

Dussehra
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Diwali, a festival of inspiration and hope, is one of the most eagerly awaited festivals. It
was celebrated in all its glory on 14th November, 2020. The fairy lights twinkled and
danced all over the campus, filling every nook and corner of the school with happiness
and hope for better times. Goddess Lakshmi was invoked to bless the world with
prosperity and good health. 
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On 14th November, 2020, the
occasion of Children’s Day, the
staff at Unison World School
put up a vibrant show on the
online platform for their
beloved students who were
miles away from them. The
girls were thrilled to watch
their teachers sing and dance
to the beats of Bollywood
songs. The colourful cultural
performances made the
Uthenas feel special on this
extra special day.

 Personalized invites and
messages were written for
every student. Ms. Divya
Dwivedi, Principal, in her
address said, ‘You can take a
student out of Unison, but you
can never take Unison out of
that student’. The words
pierced through all hearts and
each felt nostalgic,
remembering the good old days
spent with friends on campus. 
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Every year on 23rd November the students of Unison World School celebrate the birthday of
Ms. Veena Singh, founder Principal of Unison World School, by announcing the name of
their batch which best describes their attributes. Popularly called the Unmasking Ceremony,
the batch of 2022 revealed its name ‘Exoria’ this year which means ‘beyond the frontier’. The
name was greeted with a thunderous applause from the audience. 

"A name pronounced is the recognition of the

individual to whom it belongs."

 - Henry David Thoreau 
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Strength does not come from physical capacity. It comes from an
indomitable will.

Mahatma Gandhi
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A S P I R EA S P I R E

ACHIEVEACHIEVE
AC T I ONAC T I ON

SportsSports
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CHESS
ALL-INDIA INTER SCHOOL ONLINE 

TOURNAMENT 

20 20

Unison World School organised its 1st Online Invitational Chess Tournament on 23
October, 2020. The tournament which was held for school students across the country,
aimed to offer a platform to the budding chess players of the country who have sharpened
their skills, putting the pandemic break to good use. 

Sports develops a winning attitude for life.
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Over sixty chess players from 17
prestigious schools located in 10 different
states (Assam, Gujarat, Karnataka,
Uttarakhand, Rajasthan, Punjab, West
Bengal, Chattisgarh, Telangana and
Delhi) of the country participated in the
tournament. Overcoming all the barriers
of age, the players gave a tough fight to
their opponents. The players from Grade
II to Grade XII were pitched against each
other. 
Adamya Rawat of Mayo College Ajmer,
Rajasthan secured the first position in the
tournament. Shreyas Jain from Mayo
College, Ajmer trotted behind him in the
second place. Annika Das from South
Point International School, Kolkata,
clinched the third place. 
Naksh Girish Malik from CNM School,
Mumbai, Prabhav Agarwal, Shubhang
Agarwal, Nishith Pagaria from Rajkumar
College, Raipur, and Raghujit Singh
Walia from YPS, Mohali, were amongst
the youngest top 20 players of the
tournament. Riya Fultariya of Unison
World School performed the best and 

 secured the overall 12th position in the
tournament. Ms. Divya Dwivedi, Principal,
Unison World School, presided over the closing
ceremony of the tournament held on 24th
October, 2020. She appreciated the efforts of
the young players and their diligence. 
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After a massive enthusiastic participation in
the first tournament, the school geared up to
host the 2nd All-India Interschool Online
Chess Tournament from 27th August to 28th
August 2021. The tournament provided a
platform to young enthusiastic players of
chess to enhance their concentration, ability
to foresee possibilities, critically think as
well as use their time constructively during
the pandemic. The competition was open for
children of all age groups. 
Over 160 students from 35 reputed schools
belonging to 12 different states of India
participated in the event. Besides, Global
Indian International School, Dubai, also
took part in the tournament. Little Kasparov
reflected in each player who seemed
determined to win. They displayed great zeal
and passion for the game.  
The first position was secured by Ojasva
Singh from Gwalior Glory High School,
Gwalior. The second position was secured by
Naksh Girish Malik from Chaturbhuj Narsee 
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2021
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Memorial School, Mumbai, and the third
position was won by Afsheen Afsha Zaman
from Mariya’s Public School, Assam. 
Sanya Agarwal of Unison World School
secured the 27th position in overall ranking. 
Once again, Ms. Divya Dviwedi, Principal
Unison World School, commended the
efforts and initiatives of all the participants
for displaying unusual calibre and love for
the game and playing it with true
sportsmanship. She encouraged the students
to keep the passion and spirit for the game
alive. 
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19th Uttarakhand

State Shooting
Open Championship 

Keeping in mind the safety and security
of all the participants, R.I.S.S Shooting
Range, Dehradun, conducted its first
state event championship in which
Unison World School shooters were
declared as overall champions.
19th Uttarakhand State Shooting Open
Championship in Small Bore Rifle,
Pistol and Shotgun Events were
conducted from 1st to 10th of February,
2021 in Uttaranchal State Rifle
Association. 
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Overall thirty girls from Unison World School
participated in various events in Youth, Junior and Senior
Women category. The shooters bagged a total of 48 medals
in open state section and showed an outstanding
performance amongst all the state participants. They
bagged 24 Gold, 14 Silver and 10 Bronze medals in the
overall tally. 
Our sharp shooter, Jaanvi Bhartiya clinched 4 Gold, 1
silver and 2 bronze medals in various weapon categories
such as 10 metre air rifle, .22 calibre rifle and shot gun. 
Twenty-five sharp shooters of our school are selected for
North Zone Shooting Championship to be held in the
month of March in Jaipur, Rajasthan. 

Amidst the covid pandemic, National Rifle Association of
India successfully conducted the 40th North Zone
Shooting Championship. The event was held at OASES
Shooting Ranges, Jagatpura, Jaipur, from 23rd March, 2021
to 7th April, 2021. 
Ten students of Unison World School qualified for the
64th National Shooting Championship to be held in
Bhopal, MP (Rifle event) and Delhi (Pistol event).
Priyansha Bhalla, a member of National shooting squad,
was the top scorer in her category. 

40th North Zone Shooting
Championship
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Observing stringently all the necessary COVID precautions, fifteen girls of Unison
World School appeared in the NCC ‘A’ certificate examination conducted by 11
Uttarakhand Girls Battalion at CNI Girls Inter College, Dehradun, on 1st April, 2021.
The examination included both theory and practical. It offered the students a new
learning experience and helped raise their overall confidence. For the session 2021-2023,
a new batch of 28 students has also been inducted. 
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Nidha Ashraf, of Unison World School represented HOPS Football Club, Delhi, in the
recently concluded Football Delhi Women's League in which 20 teams had participated.
Her team (HOPS FC) won the silver medal. 

It was Nidha's first experience of playing for a club. She has represented the union
territory of Jammu & Kashmir in junior and sub-junior National Open Football
Championship. Nidha aspires to be a professional football player and the school is
committed to provide her with the best learning experience. 

Football Delhi Women's LeagueFootball Delhi Women's League
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Education is the most powerful weapon we can use to change the world.
Nelson Mandela
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Unison World School hosted its very first Inter
School MUN on the 29th and 30th of October 2020.
After meticulous preparation, the delegates argued
and discussed on the central theme of ‘Deliberate,
Defend and Determine for a Finer Tomorrow’. The
esteemed chief guests for the occasion were Ms.
Mugdha Sinha and Dr. Mohan Kumar. 
Delegates from 9 prestigious schools from all over
India participated in the event, with a team of 7
delegates from each. The conference was host to 4
different UN committees: UNSC, UNHRC, UNODC
and UNCSW; the International Press, and an ad-hoc
committee, the JCSJC. This structure was backed by
the Secretariat that coordinated the event, behind the
screens. 
Various issues were raised that needed urgent
consideration and deliberation which reflected in the
agendas of the committees. MUN compels young
minds to think about issues that are greater and
beyond their bubbles of interaction. It develops skills
of deliberating, defending, and determining the
future of the world and societies which would exist. It
attempts to prepare students to bring about changes
in future and make the world a better place. The
conference anthem, ‘Heal the world’ by Michael
Jackson, conveyed the message of the MUN. 

UWSMUN 20 20
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UWSMUN 20 21

In the second virtual UWSMUN, from 3rd August, 2021 to 4th August, 2021, student
delegates from 14 reputed schools across the country participated enthusiastically. The
event provided the student delegates to ponder, research, form lobbies, debate, pass
resolutions, apart from honing their oratory and rational skills.  
Lt. Gen. A K Bakshi (Retd.), recipient of AVSM, SM, VSM inaugurated the ceremony and
Mr. Jitendra Nath Misra, Retd. Indian Diplomat was the honourable chief guest for the
closing ceremony. The dignitaries commended the delegates for their initiative for
developing an understanding of the current world scenario and forwarding solutions for
the same. 
Seven committees were formed viz., UNSC, UNW, UNC, Lok Sabha, Special Commission
on IPC (Israel Palestine Conflict), UNESC and International Press Corps, which were
chaired by alumnae of Unison World School. The discussions centred around the theme
“Restoring and Rebuilding the VUCA World”. 
On the final day, Ms. Divya Dwivedi, Principal UWS, in her address to the young
delegates, enlightened them with the philosophy of ‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam’ which, if
followed in true sense can help the world overcome the challenges of VUCA World. The
overall winner of UWSMUN 2021 was Maharani Gayatri Devi Girls’ School, Jaipur. 
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UWSMUN 20 21
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Mussoorie International School
organized the Mussoorie
International School Science
Conference, an All India Inter
School Competition, from July 23,
2021, to July 24, 2021. The conference
invited presentations from the
students. The presentation by
Lavanya Munjal of Grade IX and
Avika Dhukia of Grade VIII on
“Can AI Impact Climate Change”
influenced the audience and the girls
won the third prize. 

MUSSOORIE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

SCIENCE CONFERENCE
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The Doon School, Dehradun,
organized an Inter School Design
Competition- Meraki-2021 on a
virtual platform. The event was
held from 1st August, 2021 to 16th
August, 2021 under four categories:
Graphic Design, Product Design,
Furniture Design and Exterior
Design. 
In the Exterior Design Category,
the UWS team comprising Chhavi
Dawani (XII), Riya Fultariya (IX),
Vanya Agarwal (VII), Gungun
Agarwal (XII) bagged the second
position. 

MERAKIMERAKI
20212021
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On 12th August, 2021, DIT University, Dehradun, organised ‘The Battle of Words’, an inter-
school debate competition. The competition was a part of a series of Jashn-E-Aazadi
Mahotsav under the programme: Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat. The topic of the debate was “Are
sportspersons in today’s era getting recognition before making India proud on world stage?”
Manya Goyal of Unison World School secured the third position in the debate. She was
greatly appreciated for her compelling arguments. 

NSS COUNCIL ENGLISH DEBATE

To promote languages and ignite among
students the passion to read, Mayo
College, Ajmer, organised 'Namaste
Europe - 2020' from September 26, 2020,
to October 26, 2020. Over 250 students
from around 50 schools across India and
abroad exhibited their knowledge in
French, German and Spanish. 
In the French Spell Bee Competition,
the first position was secured by Aadya
R. Sood of Unison World School and
Ananya Agarwal (UWS) was felicitated
with the Judges’ Special Award. 

INTER-SCHOOL VIRTUAL MFL COMPETITION
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10TH ALL
INDIA

SHRI
NAVEEN 

AGARWAL  JI 
MEMORIAL

INTER-SCHOOL ENGLISH

DEBATE  COMPETITION
This House believes that

"The fast-moving life of today has

taken everyone’s capacity to think."
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Overcoming the challenges posed by Covid-19 in conducting Inter School Competitions,
Unison World School successfully organized the 10th All India Shri Naveen Agarwal Ji
Memorial Inter-School English Debate Competition, virtually on 28th August 2021, in the
loving memory of its visionary founding father Late Shri Naveen Agarwal Ji. The event equips
students to gain multi-faceted knowledge cutting across several disciplines, develop critical
thinking and express themselves rationally. 
This year students from 15 prestigious schools of the country participated in the competition.
The event was graced by Ms. Sangita Gairola, an educationist, entrepreneur and social
activist, as the esteemed chief guest. 74



The judges and the audience witnessed extensive arguments presented by young exhilarating
minds. The first round comprised an extemporary form of debate on the topic, ‘This House
believes that the fast-moving life of today has taken everyone’s capacity to think.’ The second
round was a Turncoat session in which students spoke both for and against the topic. 
The judges and the audience witnessed extensive arguments presented by all the orators and
each swayed their opinion with his eloquence lending credence to every point put forth. 
In the first round, Ananayana Rajesh Singhvi of Jayshree Periwal International School, Jaipur,
was declared the best speaker. Adithya Kishore of Loyola School Sreekariyam,
Thiruvananthapuram, and Manya Sharma of Jodhamal Public School, Jammu, were declared
the first and second runner up respectively. 
In the Turncoat round, Aadi Jain of St. George’s College, Mussoorie, was declared the best
speaker, and Kriti Patni of Jayshree Periwal International School, Jaipur, was declared the
runner up. 
The Rolling Trophy for NAM 2021 was bagged by Pathways School, Gurgaon. 

Clockwise left to right:

Chief Guest  - Ms. Sangita

Gairola, Judges -Ms. Mithu

Adhya, Ms. Rita Shreerang

Desai, Ms. Elizabeth Johnson
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The Award Programme, first introduced in the United Kingdom in 1956 as the Duke of
Edinburgh’s Award, aims to motivate young people aged between 14 and 25 years to become
involved in a balanced programme of voluntary self-development activities, to take them
through the potentially difficult period between adolescence and adulthood. The Award throws
an individual challenge, giving young people a balanced, non-competitive programme of
voluntary activities which encourages personal discovery and growth, self-reliance, perseverance,
responsibility to themselves and service to their community. 
On 6th March, 2021, a total of 18 volunteers from Unison World School were awarded by the
IAYP (International Award for Young People). Out of the 18 volunteers, 10 volunteers were
awarded the Silver Award and 8 volunteers were awarded the Bronze Award. It was a proud
moment for the volunteers to receive the award from Dr. Mona Khanna, Vice Principal, and Ms.
Sushma Bhadauria, Dean of Activities. 
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UWS successfully organized, an Inter-School Mathematics Quiz, “Xponentia 2021” in
collaboration with Monash University, Australia on 11th August, 2021. 
About 25 schools from India and Dubai participated in the day-long online event. Each
team comprised 4 participants from Grades X to XII, along with their teacher to represent
the school. The event was not only confined to quiz but also offered a platform to learn
Autograph-5. Mr. Douglas Butler, the resource person, conducted an interesting and
engaging session with the students and teachers to teach them the software and help them
understand the applications of the app. 

eχροηεητια2021
Inter School Mathematics Quiz
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He also successfully organized the
TEKLOGIK round to enhance the
participants' understanding of the
subject. Out of the 5 schools
which made it to the final round, 
 the most desired
XPONENTIA’21 winner’s trophy
was bagged by The Scottish High
International School, Gurugram,
while The Hyderabad Public
School, Begumpet, was the
runner-up. 
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Pascal, Cayley and Fermat Contest is organized by the University of Waterloo, Canada, to challenge
students from around the world with a range of abilities to enhance their problem-solving skills. 
28 Girls from Grades IX to XI of Unison World School, Dehradun, participated in Pascal, Cayley and
Fermat Contest respectively on 24th February, 2021. 
CEMC Waterloo decalred the most awaited result on 1st April, 2021. The
University awarded Divya Kanodia (IX) – Pascal Contest , Sneha Lohia (X) –
Cayley Contest, and Ananya Agarwal (XI) – Fermat Contest, for being the    
           school  toppers in their respective classes. 
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Once again DIT University virtually
celebrated "National Science Day" on
28th February, 2021, to commemorate
the discovery of Raman Effect by
Indian Scientist Sir Chandrasekhara
Venkata Raman.  
The University held competitions
which were divided into four
categories:  Quiz, Debate, Best out of
Waste and Poster Presentation.  
Students from UWS participated in
the event and were rewarded. Yashvi
Tikmani bagged the first position and
Ananya Khemka secured third
position in the quiz competition.
Swarna Agarwal was first in Poster
Presentation and Chitra Shah stood
third in the Debate Competition. The
team of UWS bagged the first
position in ‘Best Out of Waste’. 
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It is not knowledge, but the act of learning, not possession but the act of
getting there, which grants the greatest enjoyment.

Carl Friedrich Gauss
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BE MONEY SMART 
WORKSHOP
Department of Commerce at Unison World
School in collaboration with National Centre
for Financial Education organized an
informative Financial Literacy workshop for
the school staff on 15th September, 2021. Ms.
Jagdharini Sampath Kumar, a former
Executive Director of J P Morgan Chase,
former VP- National Stock Exchange of India,
apprised the staff with the concept of financial
literacy, budgeting, credit and debt. 
Ms. Kumar covered all the spheres of
managing individual finances particularly
focusing on banking, investments, insurance,
and pension. She also informed the viewers
about the objectives of National Centre for
Financial Education and gave insight into
Retirement Corpus, Compounded Annual
Growth Rate, Risk Diversification and Goal
Based Investment.  
The interactive session brought to light the
need and significance of saving money and in
diversified securities. 

2020 -2021

Different investment plans were discussed
keeping in mind the interest rate, risk
consideration and safety of investment. She
also discussed other important aspects of
finance, equipping teachers with knowledge
and skill to manage their money more
effectively. 
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BE MONEY SMART 

W O R K S H O P

Department of Commerce hosted a very
informative workshop for the students from
Grades VI to X  on 16 October, 2021 on Money
Smart Student/School. The workshop was
organized in collaboration with National
Centre for Financial Education and conducted
by Ms. Shallu Kumar, Mr. Yogesh Chandra
Pandey and Ms. Kakoli Sengupta. The
workshop commenced with the introduction 

 to Money Smart School programme and
covered all the spheres of basic understanding
of financial concepts. It focused mainly on
financial literacy, investments, and insurance. 
All the students keenly participated in the
session. 
They were informed about the certification
program, exam and other details related to the
program.
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To facilitate the concept of Computational
Thinking, an online session was organised and
conducted by Mr Anand Srinivas, Ex Content
Head Khan Academy, CEO and Lead
Instructor at StayQrious for the Lower School
students (VI to VIII) on 14th August 2021. 
The session focused on the usage of logic to
solve a problem statement. It was based on
Artificial Intelligence (AI), Coding &
Algorithm. Children learnt how to connect a
problem statement with logic to get the
desired result. Block coding method was used
to help solve problem statements and the
platform used was <stayqrious.com>. Using this
platform, the facilitator explained how to
apply logic and how a single change in the
thought process can alter the whole result of
the problem statement. 
Students learnt the basic applications of
computational thinking in day-to-day life
problems, creating simple designs, patterns
and simple games using Block Coding. 
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Session on 
COMPUTATIONAL THINKING 
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Education with a purpose, and for a purpose is the motive behind the efforts made by the
Department of Career Counselling at UWS. In association with Univariety, several webinars
were conducted for the students to update them with the latest courses available as well as
profile completion.   
Virtual university visits were organized with University of California, Davis, to help students
learn of nuances of studying in foreign universities and the process of admissions. Online
Graduate open days with University of Melbourne, Australia, were organised to augment their
knowledge of courses available, lodging facilities and other activities available on campus.  

VIRTUALVIRTUAL  

        CAREERCAREER
                              COUNSELLINGCOUNSELLING    

Ashoka University introduced the students to the emerging field of Liberal Arts in India, the
associated careers and the courses it offered so that the students could decide for their future.
Emphasis was laid on Career Choices (with new age careers) and webinar on University
analysis for senior students was conducted in conjunction with The Centre for Career
Development where the students learned of exclusive career choices and prospects. Milan’s best
fashion school, Instituto Marangoni, helped students explore a career in the field of fashion
and how they could study it at the very epicenter of fashion, Milan. 

Saumya Tripathi, School Counsellor
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To commemorate the Mental Health week and to
kick start a dialogue on Mental Health as an
important aspect of young lives, October was
packed with many webinars and interactions with
experts. Numerous sessions were conducted by
experts in psychology on Psychology of Winning,
Art therapy-based activity session on Knowing
Oneself, Emotional Management, and Anxious
Vs. Cautious. Each session was very informative
and thought-provoking, to help students
understand the significance of good mental health. 
Mr. Jitin Chawla, a renowned Career counsellor in
India, in his interactive session ‘How to utilize
time at home’, gave useful tips on judicious use of
time at home during pandemic, profile building,
college application and how an early bird gets the
fat worms. In addition to this, Ms. Mimansa
Singh, Lead Clinical Psychologist at The Fortis
group, discussed with the staff ‘Mental Health in
the Classroom’ wherein she spoke about the
importance of understanding mental health of 

2020 -2021

A Healthy MindA Healthy Mind    
 students, first signs of mental stress were
deliberated at length. More fun to the
session was ‘The psyche of Unison’
competition in which girls displayed their
creative excellence. A session on New Age
Careers and stream selection was organized
in partnership with The Centre for Career
Development on 12th October, 2020,
enabling the young girls to recognize the
importance of early career planning.
Discussion on out of the box and alternative 
careers widened the horizons of the students
in career and college planning. 
To mark the end of the month, a session on
a very crucial topic, ‘Profile Building’ was
organized for the students, facilitated by
renowned Career Counsellor, Mr. Jitin
Chawla and his team. Information on
personal profile and a résumé was imparted
to the students along with important tips on
its amplification. 
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VIRTUAL

TALK SHOW

There may be people that have more
talent than you, but there’s no excuse
for anyone to work harder than you
do.

– Derek Jeter 

Working towards excellence, the school
organised on November 12, 2020, a virtual talk
show and an interactive session with Mr.
Subhash Rana, the most celebrated coach of
Indian Pistol Shooting Team and National
coach of the Indian para-shooting team. 
Mr. Rana’s prodigious knowledge and
experience in the growing field of shooting
proved to be invaluable to the girls who aspire
to reach the pinnacle of their shooting careers.
With a multitude of skills, years of practice and   
tremendous ability to understand every
student’s technique, strengths and weaknesses,
Mr. Rana gave them the much-needed push to
work hard and realize their enormous
potential. He elucidated in detail the
importance of physical training, a healthy diet
and overall  well-being. 
The ecstatic young shooters zealously asked
Mr. Rana a wide range of questions to further
explore the field and all it has to offer them in
future. 

Mr. Subhash Rana
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Nine enthusiastic dancers of Unison World School
participated in a four-day virtual workshop on
Kathak from 19th June, 2021 to 22nd June, 2021,
conducted by renowned Kathak Guru Vidushi
Mamta Maharaj Ji, who is the daughter of legendary
Padma Bhusan Pt. Birju Maharaj Ji. The workshop
facilitated them to nurture their competencies, add
grace to their dance moves and learn the nuances of
the immortal art. The participants were awarded
certificates of participation by the legendary dancer.   

To spread awareness and bust the myths related to novel Corona virus, the school organised an
interactive talk session on ‘Covid Safety Measures’ on 8th April, 2021.  
Dr. Aastha, from Max Hospital, stressed on the importance of hand hygiene, wearing the mask
correctly, and maintaining social distance from each other as essential ways to combat the spread
of the virus. The students had several queries, which were answered satisfactorily by Dr. Aastha.
Everyone was determined to fight the pandemic with greater resolve. 

Guru Vidushi Mamta Maharaj Ji
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Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into reality.
Warren Bennis
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The purpose of education is to make good human beings
with skill and expertise. Enlightened human beings can be
created by teachers.

Good Evening everybody! 

Our esteemed Chief Guest Ms. Chhavi Rajawat,
Respected Mrs. Rajrani Agarwal Ji, Chairperson,
Unison Education Foundation. Mr. Amit Agarwal Ji,
Chairman Unison World School, School Governing
Body and Mrs. Bhawna Agarwal Ji. Mr. Anuj Aggarwal
Ji, Co-Chairman Unison World School, School
Governing Body and Mrs. Meghna Aggarwal Ji.

The Principal'sThe Principal's  
Annual ReportAnnual Report

Distinguished Guests, Parents, dear Alumni, Staff Members & their families, and my dear students.
It is an honour to have you all here for the 13th Annual Prize Distribution Function of Unison
World School.
On behalf of the staff and students, I take this opportunity to welcome Ms. Chhavi Rajawat, our
Chief Guest. It is indeed a matter of rare honour and proud privilege for Unison World School to
have Ms. Rajawat as the Chief Guest at our 13th Annual Prize Distribution Function.
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Ms. Chhavi Rajawat, was the Sarpanch, village Soda
where she hails from. Ms. Rajawat, studied at Rishi
Valley School; Mayo College Girls’ School in
Rajasthan and Lady Shri Ram College for Women in
Delhi. After her MBA from Sri Balaji Society, Pune,
she worked for companies such as Times of India,
Carlson Group of Hotels, Airtel, etc. She continued
to climb the ladder of success. She has been selected
as an Aspen Fellow. Little did she know, destiny had
different plans for her. Today, she is the Sarpanch
(elected head of the Village Council) in Soda village,
Tonk district, Rajasthan, and is the first woman
Sarpanch in India with an MBA degree. 
Ms. Chhavi is a people’s person and has taken the
initiative of development in Soda village. After
becoming the Sarpanch of the village, she has
implemented many projects successfully i.e. rain
water harvesting, toilets facilities in most of the
houses, etc. In addition to her responsibility towards
her own village, she also provided training to other
Sarpanches and Block level officers for the State. The
Times of India credits her as the ‘Changing face of
rural Rajasthan’. Ms. Chhavi has been recognized
with the Young Indian Leader award by CNN (2010).
In 2011 she made a well-received address to delegates
at the 11th Info poverty World Conference held at
the United Nations.

She co-chaired the World economic Forum India
Summit (2012), she was announced a Young
Global Leader by World Economic Forum (2012)
and received the Yuva Award (2013).
Ms. Chhavi was invited to the first Obama
summit in Chicago and has received many
awards some of which include being honoured by
Former President Late Shri APJ Abdul Kalam
(2011) and she has received the first lady’s award
from President Shri Ram Nath Kovind. Now she
continues to render her services to the villages of
the area through the platform of Eminent Girls
College that she currently runs in the village.
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Having won several laurels, Chhavi Rajawat’s
achievement has been breaking gender
stereotypes. Today, she is a role model for women
across the world. We are extremely grateful to you
for so graciously consenting to preside over this
ceremony. We welcome you Ma’am.
With the kindness of the Lord Almighty and the
blessings of our revered founder father, we stand
here today – proud and tall.
Our Founder Chairman, Late Shri Naveen
Agarwal Ji believed in educating the girl child. He
envisioned a system of education that gives
importance to integrity, humility, respect,
discipline and a positive attitude, thus
empowering the girls to face the challenges of life
with confidence.
The school stands steadfastly committed to the
pillars of excellence as established by our founding
father – character development, academic
achievement and all-round personality
development of our students. Our academics and
co-curricular activities are our strengths. Each
student admitted here goes through the rigor of
academics tempered by her favourite past time.
Over the period of her stay, she finds her true self.
This journey of self-discipline, transformation to
self-discovery is the life of an Uthena.

Academic Achievements 

Year after year we continue to raise the
benchmark of our performance; our students
diligently strive to win laurels in every field. Our
academic performance this year surpassed past
several years records. Our students did us proud
in all disciplines. In the Academic session 2019-
2020, despite the sudden impact of the Covid
disruption, our industrious students proved their
mettle, by achieving an outstanding result of 100%
First Divisions in the ICSE and ISC Examination. 
100% of the ICSE students and 100% of the ISC
students scored distinctions in the overall
aggregate.

Nandini Gattani
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The ICSE topper was Uditi Gupta with a
whopping 98.40%, closely followed by
Anshika Jain with 98.20% and Rushmita
Bansal securing 98.00%.

The topper in the Science stream was
Saakshi More with 97.50%, followed by
Ekta Mittal Agarwal with 97.25% and Payal
Maheshwari securing 95.50%.
Mitali Agrawal topped the Commerce
stream with 97.00%, closely followed by
Khushi Gupta with 96.75%, Srishti and
Nidhi Agrawal at 95.25%.
Falguni Somani topped the Humanities
Stream with 97.50%, followed by Nandini
Khandelwal at 96.25% and Varuni Agarwal
at 96.00%.

Ayoniza Beniwal got ‘A*’ in 5 Subjects.
Mannat Saharan secured the first position
in the ‘A’ Level Examination. 

The performance of the students in ISC was
commendable too. 

In the International Curriculum of the
University of Cambridge Examination, 

Alumni
A school is known by its brand ambassadors – its
Alumni. I am happy to share with you that the
alumni movement is gathering speed. Today we
are privileged to have about 240 of our Alumni
with us. 
Many of our Alumni are pursuing higher studies in
the fields of engineering, medicine, management,
law, architecture, mass communication, literature,
design, at premier institutes and at prestigious
universities across the globe, while some others are
finding a perch in their chose careers. Some of the
girls from last year’s batch have received admission
offers for bachelor’s degree from reputed
universities, to name a few:

Raina Gupta
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Saakshi More in Astrophysics from Durham
University, England and The University of
Manchester, England.
Ahana Dulat in Economics Honours,
Political Science, Philosophy from
University of Manchester and University of
Warwick.
Drishti Manju in Mass Communication
Action and Production Journalism from
American Academy of Dramatic & Arts,
New York.
Anushka Barik in B. Com Honours in
Accountancy and Finance with Event
Management from The University of New
South Wales, Sydney.
Samridhi Arya in Product and Industrial
Design from Parsons School of Design, New
York and University of Arts, London.
Aradhya Agarwal in International Relations
from University of Nottingham, United
Kingdom, The University of Sheffield,
England and Loughborough University,
England.
Khushy Jaiswal in Fashion Communication
& Styling from Indian School of Designing
and Innovation, Mumbai.

According to a survey for the year 2020,
conducted by Education World, the well-
known Delhi-based market research and
opinion polls agency, I am both pleased and
humbled to share that UWS is ranked 3rd
among All Girls’ Boarding Schools in India
and 1st in Uttarakhand. 
The Times School Ranking 2020 has
declared UWS as #2 Girls’ Residential
School in North India.

Dear students we are proud of each one of you.
Your school grows every time with each one of
you grow.

Achievements

Tanvi Lohia
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Engagement
Established in the year 2007, the school is in its 14th
year we are humbled and grateful to have full
admission and several waitlisted candidates. We
hope and pray that we are able to give these
students a chance in the years to come.
I extend my heartfelt gratitude to all the eminent
visitors who graced our school with their benign
presence last year for the real time learning and the
guidance they gave to our students. Dr. Jagdish
Gandhi of the CMS, Lucknow, Air Commodore
Shashikant Mishra, Mr. Rajit Kapur, Prof. Kiran
Seth, Pt. Rajan-Sajan Mishra, Smt. Mallika
Sarabhai and her son Revanta, Mohd. Shahid
Parvez, Minister Rekha Arya Ji, Shri Sikkil
Gurucharan ji, Shri Sonu Majumdar ji, Dr. Ashish
Joshi, Dr. Deepa Mallik, Mr. Sonam Wangchuk,
Mr. Boris Borgolotto, Mr. Marc Girard Garcia and
Mr. Ian Barber of the Trio Zadig who performed at
our MPH. Mr. Scott Briyan and Ms. Chase Hillman
from the Wellington College, UK, who visited our
school in February this year. Finally, just before the
lockdown was Lt. Commander Payal Gupta of the
Indian Navy was with us who was part of the 6-
member crew which circumnavigated around the
world in their custom designed INSV Tarini. 

Your gracious presence has added great value and
endorsement to our efforts.
The pandemic proved to be a huge disrupter, all
international and domestic travel had to be curbed.
Our international exchange programme also had to
be put on hold. Nonetheless, our ever so
enthusiastic students have no holds barred and four
of our class IX students would be up for a virtual
exchange with their counter parts from our
exchange partner Rangi Ruru Girls’ School, New
Zealand, starting the 2nd of November.

Community Service
With the intention of building our Athenas as
more empathetic individuals, our school social
service committee works enthusiastically with
children of three Aanganbadis in the Dehradun
district. Our Athenas try and make the lives of
these children more meaningful through their
efforts. The school has adopted three
Angandwadis, where our students involved
themselves in the beautification of walls and taught
painting to the children. 
During the pandemic our school also donated
sanitizers, masks, and medical kits to Prem Dham,
Dalanwala, and Cheshire Home. 
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At Women Empowerment and child development
department in Premnagar, Nanda Chawki, twenty
students beautified the center by painting and
writing slogans on the walls. Their work was
highly appreciated by the Department. Our staff
contributed a day’s salary to the Chief Minister
Relief Fund.
In collaboration with NIEPVD, our students took
part in an inclusive project of poster designing on
poetries of Maha Kavi Shri Surya Kant Tripathi
Nirala. Two of our students conducted a folk
dance workshop with students of Model School
(School for visually disabled students) for five days
during their winter break.
Our students visited Sharp Memorial Blind school
located at Rajpur Road, where they taught the
inmates to draw. 
Our children conducted a panel discussion on “Joy
of Giving” where many students shared their
experiences. 
The batch of 2021 has taken up the Nanhi Kali
Project. The batch collected funds and sponsored
the education of six Nanhi Kali. 
In association with Devbhoomi Jansewa Avam
Sadbhavna Samiti, our students taught Tie and
Dye to women which will help them in becoming
self-reliant.

Throughout the year, the
school have been contributed
in many ways for
community service
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Highlighting our responsibility towards mother
nature, students carried a plantation drive
where all the students planted saplings in their
homes to create awareness about importance of
plants. 
This year has been special in several ways, be it
the Covid disruption or in terms of innovations,
we reinvented ourselves as teachers for the
preparation of tech driven classes or changing
the very face of learning to virtual one. Just
when we were looking forward to a whole new
academic year Corona was found knocking at
our doorstep. 
Unfazed by the magnitude of this pandemic, the
academic world kept its aspirations soaring high
and the efforts of the UWS team even higher.  
Oblivious of the length of the Pandemic, we put
in our best efforts to kick start our online
learning programme. The term started with a
virtual Parent Orientation Programme to
induct our newly admitted students into
mainstream. 
While the students were still at home, the
following months saw the smooth conduct of
the Annual election and investiture ceremony
of the 14th Prefectorial Body using the
innovative technology of virtual reality. COVID protocols being followed in school premises
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In August 2019, 05 students participated in
Inter School Science competition (Alpha),
Competition of model making and
presentation, organised by The Doon School
and UWS won the 1st prize.  
In November 2019, 12 students participated
in Indian Nationals – Space Settlement 

The school routine was being followed in full
swing with regular online morning assemblies,
academics transaction, scheduled activities and
sports & games. Our students’ academic progress
was regularly tracked through proctored
assessments and reports and parent- teacher
meetings. With the first Units and Half Yearly
Exams behind us, learning is going on full
throttle. Board students are now gearing up for
their pre-boards while others will be expecting
their 2nd units later in the month of November.
While the Academic programme of the school
runs smoothly online, our highly motivated team
of activity staff would not settle with just that!!
Our scholastic and co-scholastic programmes
swept the electronic and social media by storm
with one event after another. They ensured to
establish ‘Virtual’ as a new norm.  
To name a few important events hosted and
participated in by UWS this year are: 

03 students participated in Infinity Math
Quiz – organized by Aditya Birla World
Academy, Mumbai in January 2020. Where
Saakshi More won the Bronze Certificate in
Clash of Mathematics round.
07 students participated in debate, poster
making and quiz organised by DIT
University on the occasion of National
Science Day in February 2020 and won 1st
prize in poster making, 2nd prize in debate
and poster making and 3rd prize in quiz.
50 students from classes IX, X, XI appeared
in Pascal_Cayley_Fermat Contest
respectively conducted by The CENTRE for
EDUCATION in MATHEMATICS and
COMPUTING (University of Waterloo). 7
girls have been awarded Distinction in their
category. Kaashvi Garg, Arshita Mittal and
Ritvi Jain received medals of honour as
school toppers. 

Design Competition (INSSD), Research
Planning, Model making and presentation,
organised by INSSDC, Gurugram, they won and
moved up to the Asian Regional level where in
January they were adjudged as runner up. 

The entire school is being conducted online,
right from Academic lessons to the school 
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12 students participated in an online ‘Best out
of waste Competition’ organised by Waste
Warriors in June, while 36 students
participated in online ‘World Environment
day Drawing Competition’ in July.  
60 students participated in an online drawing
competition on ‘Gandagi Mukt Bharat’
organised by Delhi Government. 
17 students participated in Srijanyam Online
Inter School Art & Design Fest organised by
Assam Valley School. Nandini Gattani of
Grade XI secured the second position in
‘Photoshop senior’ event. 
08 students participated in online Bamboo
Festival-Comic strip Competition organised
by Assam Valley School. 

Hawan, to sports and fitness programmes to
several online workshops, webinars and talk shows. 
Driven by the values of trust, teamwork, ethics,
responsibility and ownership our students and
teachers stretch themselves over, beyond their call of
duty and venture into ever new explorations and
innovations. This year in the light of the pandemic –
many such new opportunities came by our way and
our students did not let go of the chance to showcase
their talent and hone their multimedia skills. 

Inter-House Music and Dance competition
was the first of its kind on an online
platform. The smooth conduct of this event
was the result of tireless labour from the
Music and Dance Department with the
unstinted support if the ICT department
under the ‘never say never’ guidance of the
Dean of Activities. 
25 schools participated in Spectrum which
was conducted online. With twelve events
and 270 participants. It was the maximum
ever participation. 
Harmony - the 3rd edition of our Inter-
school Music and Dance Competition was a
resounding success. With an overwhelming
participation from 19 schools and eminent
judges from across the nation, Harmony was
very well received. Shri Ram Centennial
School, Dehradun, was the overall winner
and Convent of Jesus & Mary, Dehradun,
was the 1st Runners Up.  

Sports and Life Skill
Development Activities 
The quality of the sports programme at school
has been steadily improving year after year. 
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EXTRAMURAL SPORTS

The analysis of students’ participation in
extramural sports is a clear indication of our
progress in sports. While in the year 2018-19
students participated in 47 sports events, in 2019-
20 the number of events rose to 78. Providing
opportunity to almost 59% students of the school
to participate in at least one inter-school event in
comparison to 41% of the students in 2018-19. A lot
of credit for facilitating the student participations
goes to our administrative department for their
efforts in coordinating the students’ movement. 
In this pandemic ridden year the extramural
sports participation has certainly reduced, yet our
sports department has made efforts to conduct
two inter-school events in the game of shooting
and chess.  
Our 1st Online Invitational Shooting Tournament
was conducted from 18th to 22nd August, 2020. In
this, 32 students from five states of UP, Haryana,
Telangana, Maharashtra and Uttarakhand
participated. 
Our 1st Inter-School Online Invitational Chess
tournament was conducted from 23rd to 24th
October, 2020. It saw a participation of 61 students
from 17 schools located in 10 states of the country. 

PHYSICAL FITNESS ASSESSMENT 

Our students have awakened to the importance of
fitness. The efforts to educate students about their
fitness status by providing objective feedback
started in 2019-20 has continued in 2020-21. 02
students, Ziya Neelam and Nidha Ashraf, have
reached the gold standards, 05 students have been
able to reach the silver standards, while 18 students
were able to cross the bronze standards. This year
the school has instituted a new category of award to
acknowledge individual improvements in fitness
levels. The efforts of 19 students who have improved
their fitness scores by 10 percentile have been
recognised under the category of Acknowledgement
of Substantial Improvement A wards. 

ONLINE TALK SHOWS

Sports department has taken the lead in using the
online platform to conduct 10 talk shows with
players, coaches, nutritionists and psychologists to
raise awareness of the students. 
All in all, the pandemic has not dampened the
sporting spirits of our students, rather it has
provided all of us a challenge to be fitter and
healthier. We plan to continue with our sports
activities and develop healthy habits for life.
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Mr. Vinay Pande, the then Principal of
Lawrence School, Sanawar, conducted a
Workshop on Theater in Education for the
staff in January 2020. 
Mr. Rakshit Tandon, Director Executive –
Council of Information Security and Cyber
Security Consultant to Internet and Mobile
Association of India, conducted a workshop
on Cyber Safety and Security for the
students and staff in January 2020. 
 As part of the staff Professional
Development Programme a workshop on
‘Pastoral Care & Effective Communication’
was conducted by Mrs. Jyotsna Brar in
January 2020. 
Three staff members attended a three-day
Science workshop organised by Hope Town
Girls’ School in collaboration with the Joy of
Learning Foundation, New Delhi in January
2020. 

Workshops  

Workshops are an effective way to help
channelize, enrich and refresh one’s knowledge,
talent and qualities. The school believes in
continuous professional development of staff
through refresher courses and workshops. 

12 members of the staff took up the Global
Career Counsellor (GCC) Certification
programme from UCLA Extension, which is
approved by the University of California,
Los Angeles. 

In an endeavour of keeping constructively
occupied through the pandemic, the school
involved itself in several online pursuits.  
We participated in around 20 webinars for
students and teachers. 
Being a residential school, staying away from our
beloved students has been a tough prospect for
us. Likewise staying away from school in the
confines of the four walls of homes during
lockdown has been a different experience for all
our students. It at times becomes stressful. To
mitigate the challenges emanating from the
lockdown induced stress, our behavioral
counsellor has regularly conducted group as well
as individual counselling sessions with all classes.
This was to provide emotional and behavioural
support to the students on issues relating to
stress. Section-wise online Group Sessions were
conducted to address Examination Related
Stress, coping strategies, relaxation exercises and  
time-management methods.
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Strict control on entry and exit at the
security gates. 

Our pastoral programme has been abreast as
their Chalet In charges too in turn keep regular
close contact with their students. 
Keeping in mind the key importance of their
higher studies and future career paths, the school
has left no stone unturned. Regular career
updates were sent to students who have received
career guidance through various experts. Many
virtual university visits were conducted by our
career guidance cell. Students of classes IX to XII
were exposed to regular talks and webinars,
which were hosted by various Universities
showcasing their academic programmes. 

 Administrative preparedness of School 
The efficiency of any organization is gauged by
its ability to achieve its desired goals with ease
and success. This is only possible when all its
stake holders come together to uphold a common
purpose. 
The pandemic has played spoilt sport, however,
we at UWS are eager to have all our students
back as soon as Government permits. 
We have made adequate arrangements for the
safety of our students: 

Regular sanitization of the entire campus. 
Thermal checking and hand sanitization
drill is mandatory for anyone coming from
outside. 
Information, help and hand sanitization
dispensers are readily available at several
vantage points. 
The school medical centre has been
equipped with all the requisite equipment.
Two isolation wards with curtains have been
created. 
Tie-up with Max Hospital to provide any
immediate rescue or help. 
We are in preparation to keep dedicated
housekeeping staff attending to the Chalets. 

All this and more to give our students a safe
haven while they are at school. 
Moving forward, I take this opportunity to thank
our management, for their unstinted support
through this trying and testing time. We shall
ever be so grateful for the active and consistent
support of the management, who are a constant
source of encouragement and play a pivotal role
in the growth of the School.  
To the parents, all I can say is, it is because of the
unfailing trust that you repose in us that the 
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school is able to soar from strength to strength.
We at UWS are working hard to give to its
students, top of the line learning experience. It is
with great humility and pleasure that I look
forward to be able to serving each one of you in
the coming years. How can I ever thank my
enthusiastic colleagues both in the academics, co-
curricular and sports department! As well as the
‘behind the scene workers’ the administrative
department, whose untiring, unflinching support
renders the school its impetus.  
All this, while, not to miss out the life line, the
soul of the school, its students, who give the
school its very character and identity. Together
we make an enviable family. My prayers be to
God Almighty, that he keeps all of us safe in the
palms of His hands. 
On behalf of the entire Unison family, I wish you
all, present here, all the very best for all your
future endeavours!  
May you stay safe in time to come. Keep your
masks on and stay safely distant while the world
combats the Corona virus, my prayers are with
each one of you. 
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1313 ANNUAL 
PRIZE 

DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
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On 31st of October, 2020, the school proudly celebrated its
13th Annual Prize Distribution Function-2020, virtually. The
day was marked with the celebration of the Annual Sports
Meet ‘Spardha’, the Annual Art Exhibition and the Alumni
Meet. 
The Virtual Alumni Meet was a live conference this year with
over two hundred attendees from across the globe. Following
the tradition, the meet began with a prayer read by Mrs. Divya
Dwivedi, Principal UWS. Miss Payal Maheshwari (Batch of
2019-20) rendered a heart-warming welcome to all. The
alumnae of the batches from 2012 to 2020 shared their
experiences at the school and precious memories, reminiscing
the good old days in the boarding house. They also advised the
present students to enjoy every moment of their life. The
event concluded with the
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best wishes from the Principal and the Vice
Principal for their future endeavours. 
Despite several challenges, the Annual Sports
Meet ‘Spardha’ was conducted successfully.
Soon after Mr. Nirmal Tiwari, the proud father
of Miss Divyanshi, Sports Prefect, declared the
Meet open, the pre-recorded glimpses of all
Inter-House Sports events and competitions
held at the school were premiered on YouTube.
The audience watched the event with great zeal
and lauded the efforts of the students.  

The Annual Art Exhibition was inaugurated by
the Guest of Honour, Mrs. Churni
Bhattacharjee, mother of Miss Sinjini
Bhattacharjee, the Head Girl. In the virtual art
exhibition, traditional painting, digital art,
graphic design, photography, and folk art made
by the students were put on display. 
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Besides the effulgent art exhibits, documentaries on
documentaries on current social issues filmed by the four
houses were aired which received great commendations from
the viewers. 
The Cultural Programme left the audience dumbfounded
with the Indian classical fusion dance based on devotion to
Goddess Durga and Lord Krishna and through a well-
choreographed Bharatnatyam and Kathak ‘Jugalbandi’. The
foot-tapping song ‘Summer of 69’ originally by Bryan Adams,
was performed by the school band. 
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Ms. Chhavi Rajawat, the Chief Guest, released
the School Yearbook – Quintessence 2020. Ms.
Rajawat expressed her admiration for the
efforts put in by the Management, the staff,
and the students for delivering this event on a
virtual platform so flawlessly and with great
finesse. 
Ms. Sinjini Bhattacharjee, School Head Girl,
expressed her gratitude to all. The programme
concluded with the singing of the National
Anthem.

With our thoughts,
we make the world
-GAUTAMA BUDDHA
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At last, the much-awaited Annual Prize Distribution
Ceremony began with a prayer. The Chief Guest, Ms. Chhavi
Rajawat, the first woman Sarpanch in India with an MBA
degree, core members of the School Governing Body, eminent
guests, parents, the staff, and the students were given a cordial
welcome.  Ms. Divya Dwivedi, Principal, delivered the school
Annual Report 2020 which instilled a sense of pride among
the students as well as encouraged them to surpass their own
records. The students were felicitated for their academic
excellence and industry.  
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Documentary by Daffodil House : Online versus Offline

Documentary by Tulip House : The role of today's media

Documentary by Orchid House : Whom to believe in the
age of fake news ?
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I am delighted to be here amid you, unfortunately through the online mode. But I want to
congratulate you all on the 13th Annual Prize Distribution Function and thank the honourable
Principal, the staff, committee members and teachers for inviting me to be a part of this event. I
would have loved to be there in person and get to meet all of you and have a dialogue which I love
having especially with young women of our country in whom I see a lot of spirit, a lot of hope and
the possibility of positive change that I feel our country needs. Of course, you have already been told
about what I do and what I have been doing. I do not believe what I have done is anything unique, it
is something that I feel that each one of us as a citizen of this nation, as a citizen of this globe should
do towards the betterment of our society, of our country and of this one planet we all share called
Mother Earth.  
Well, my journey has been very interesting. I have been incredibly lucky to have been to amazing
schools such as yourself; that is where I happen to know your Principal from.  

 

CHIEF
GUEST'S 
SPEECH
Ms. Chhavi Rajawat
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I think we all are very privileged that we get the
kind of education we do, we get the kind of
opportunities and access to opportunities as we do
and often we take that for granted, and often we
allow for education and the degrees that we gather
along the way to get into our heads and bring in a
certain level of arrogance that I wish we would learn
to shed. What we need to aspire towards is being a
better human being and having the ability to see
another human being as another being who
deserves as much respect as we would want other
people to give us. 
Respect is not something that can be demanded. It
is not something that you can extract out of other
people as per your own will and fancy; you must
earn it. It is only possible when you have the
empathy and can see another as an equal and
respect the other person just as that. I think that
goes a long way in not just developing you as an
individual but also in helping the society (to) see
you as that individual who is empathetic, who has a
soul, who is a human being and I hope my little
message to you which primarily would emphasize
on just that would make some sense. I personally
believe that often, we as women, are told that
sensitiveness is a sign of weakness. I disagree. For
me, for example, I think that is one of the biggest
 

 assets that I have that allows me to do that kind
of work that I have been doing since 2010 when
I first became the Sarpanch of the village that
my family hails from. It is a village that I have
been familiar with ever since I was a little kid; it
is a village that I have been going to since I was
a little girl but when you take on the position of
responsibility, you realize that the things are a
lot graver than they are otherwise. We do tend
to see things in superficiality. And I hate to say
this but I think our generation is more of an
internet savvy generation and because of that, I
think, we have somewhere stopped going into
the depths of understanding, what the topic is
about or why a certain person or a certain
community in the society behaves the way they
behave. I do not believe we can generalize or we
should generalize but it is important to try and
understand and see things from another
person’s perspective. I think the biggest
education for an individual is not the kind of
education that you receive by rote learning. It is
not through books alone but it is the exposure
and it is through observation within our own
homes where we are observing our elders, our
parents and learning from everyone even if it is
a street urchin. 
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I think my message really would also be to always
remain a student, to have the willingness to learn
from everyone that your life crosses paths with at
any given point of time. It is important to stretch
beyond your comfort zone. It is quite easy to try
and fit into what the society or what other people
or peers or colleagues expect of you. Often, it is
their own notions and ideas of certain things but
which may not necessarily be your own. So, try and
figure out what it is you want to do, try, and figure
out what your passion is and work towards
achieving that. When I say work towards it, I
would also like to point out and I am hoping that
we have some parents who are listening as well that
yes, friends do know you well, your teachers know
you better as well and often will guide you but
sometimes, especially when the guidance is coming
from parents, it is often their own dreams that they
wish to see fulfilled through their children and
that's where it is important to voice your own
opinions, to voice your own choices, your own
dreams and do so as someone who is just sharing
her own ideas across the table with other people.
You do not have to get aggressive to get things
done. Yes, there is a need to sometimes be assertive
but aggression is not necessarily the only way to get
your way out or through things or to achieve what

Yes, there is a need to sometimes be assertive but
aggression is not necessarily the only way to get
your way out or through things or to achieve what
you want to achieve. It, often, is through
collaborations that can happen through dialogues
and I would encourage your parents to also have a
chat with their daughters to understand what it is
they want to do and make life easier by guiding
them and finding the appropriate solutions or
inputs that could get their daughters to choose the
line or the sector that they wish to do. 
As students, I think, one also must understand
that if sometimes there is a lack of understanding,
it could also perhaps be because there are certain
avenues, certain sectors which the older generation
is not necessarily familiar with. Therefore, do your
homework and then have those dialogues.
However, more importantly, I will just say try not
to just follow others blindly and do not always
chase money as that is not the solution to satisfy
yourself or your soul; it is something that is needed
to survive in the current day and time but it is not
the only thing and do not lose yourself. It is
important to know who you are, to be comfortable
in your own skin and when you can do that, you
will be happy and when you yourself are happy,
people around you will also be happy because you 
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are going to exuberate that joy that you witness in your life and tomorrow when you all start
working. Just remember that you come from privileged backgrounds. It is best to try and help as
many people as you can and the joy that you will see in doing that is far more than any other thing
or at least that is my own personal experience that I would like to share with you. Of course, I could
go on but I would not want to take too much of your time and given the fact that I am not really
having a two-way conversation, this really is not that even half as much fun. 
At the end, I would like to invite all of you to come to my village where now I have entered the
education sector. I am trying to help the girls from underprivileged backgrounds in rural areas to
join a girls’ college that I am now running in the village but I have been the suffrage for ten years in
the hope that I can come close to providing them some opportunities that you and I have been very
lucky to have had access to. So, join me and I do hope to get to meet, if not all of you, some of you
in person and to hear from you. I am sure Ms. Divya would and could share my email-id with any
one of you who would be interested in staying in touch. If you think I can be of any guidance to you
at any point of time, do not hesitate to reach out. All the best to all of you and God bless! I will end
with that and thank you all once again. I would also like to take this opportunity and of course,
considering it to be a huge privilege, I would like to release the Unison World School’s yearbook
2020, Quintessence. Thanks once again! 

I think my message really would also be to
always remain a student, to have the

willingness to learn from everyone that your
life crosses paths with at any given point of

time. "
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Communication leads to community, that is, to understanding, intimacy and
mutual valuing.

Rollo May
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15TH
INVESTITURE
CEREMONY 

These sagacious words of John D Rockefeller
echoed loud and clear during the 15th
Investiture ceremony of newly elected Student
Council of Unison World School on 31st July,
2021. With dignity and a sense of pride, the
newly inducted prefectorial body accepted the
badges and colours to uphold the motto of the
school, ‘Honour, Discipline and Integrity’.
Great excitement prevailed since daybreak as
the entire school awaited the event on a virtual
platform. 

"Every right implies responsibility, 
every opportunity an obligation,
every possession a duty."

Prefectorial Body (Neutral)
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The ceremony began with a prayer seeking the blessings of the Almighty. The outgoing Prefectorial
Council 2020-2021 laid down office. The Office bearers were determined to accomplish new vistas and
dispense their duties sincerely, fulfill the aspirations of their mentors. They were impeccably attired in
their sashes and badges with host of responsibilities to be shouldered for the current session. The newly
elected council was administered the oath by Ms. Divya Dwivedi, Principal, to uphold the moral ideals of
the school, respect it and carry out their duties diligently and efficiently. 
The newly elected School Head Girl, Aadya Ritesh Sood, addressed the school and the elected members
promised to uphold the vision of the Founder Father to the best of their abilities. The ceremony
concluded with the vote of thanks by the newly appointed Vice Head Girl followed by the National
Anthem. 
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Good afternoon to one and all present here. It
is indeed an honour to be addressing you as the
newly appointed Head Girl of Unison World
School on the occasion of the 15th Investiture
Ceremony. 
I would like to begin by thanking Madam
Principal for those inspiring words. They will
guide us and lead us on the correct path in our
journey for perfection. Thank you so much
ma’am. 
For the last 5 years, as an audience, I have
listened to some of the most experienced
speakers give insights into the experiences they
have had and the lessons they have learnt. Even
though each of these speeches have been
different in terms of subject and theme, all of 

HEAD GIRL'S SPEECHHEAD GIRL'S SPEECH

them invariably carried some important message and have significantly contributed in shaping
my ideas, opinions, thoughts and actions. 
I start my tenure with my head full of dreams and my heart full of hopes. Our former head girl
once told me, “Once you are there, you’ll know what to do.” And she was right, but I know that I
won’t be able to do it alone. All of us will work together and rise together. It won’t just be I
leading the change, or my fellow prefects. It will be ‘us’ leading the change. Though we are a part
of the prefectorial body, we are no different from you. We will always be a part of you, a friend to
you and a teammate to you. 
Unison is no Hogwarts then what is it that makes it special? It is the bond that all of us share, not
only students but also the teachers. Let us all start a new era of learning.  Let’s reframe sentences
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like “it’s too tough”, “it’s too much”, “I can’t do
it”, and replace them with “I’ll try”, “I’ll work
hard”, and “I’ll be able to do it”. Once you start
motivating yourself, there’s no turning back. 
From what I have experienced at school, I
believe that an Uthena is a person who is so
adaptive, that she can pick up a conversation
with both, a remote member of a tribal group 
and a CEO of an eminent multinational
company. 
She is so aware that she can understand and
empathize with both, a poverty-stricken
community living in the slums and a famous
movie star whose movie has not done well in
the box office. An be so accommodative that
she can enjoy a meal at the humble dwellings
of the labourer who works at her factory

and at the same time relish a thirteen-course
meal at a five-star hotel in the most
sophisticated manner. An Uthena is a person
who is both gentle and stern, both
straightforward and diplomatic, both a leader
and a follower. 
Let me ask you, why is India such a rich
country? Well, in terms of culture, at least. It
is because the rulers have carried forward what
their predecessors left for them, and they
made changes of their own. The culture of a
place is what defines it, so let’s build a culture
that defines Unison. Like we know Tuesday
means Rajma-Chawal, let’s create a trademark
for the school. Let’s leave a mark everywhere
we go, and let’s create an identity that says
‘Unison’. 
I hail from a very small town and live in a
village. Yes, a typical one with birds chirping
at 4 o’clock and cows mooing at 5 in the
morning. My roots lie there, and I shall never
forget them. Similarly, my roots lie in Unison,
and I shall never forget them, too. I treat my
home and Unison the same way, and I urge
you to do the same. Treat the school with the
greatest amount of love and sincerity that you   

Prefectorial Body (House)
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have and see what the school will do for
you. 
Xenex has left a legacy for us to carry on,
and it is our duty to do that. As the senior-
most batch, we will continue the Nanhi
Kali Project, and undertake a variety of
other initiatives to give you opportunities
you deserve. 
It will be foolish of me not to acknowledge
those who have been instrumental in
making me what I am today. And all those
without whose love, support and guidance,
I wouldn’t even have learnt how to dream.
It is not easy to express my gratitude in
mere words, but I will still try. 
Madam Principal and Madam Vice
Principal, thank you for teaching me to
hold my head high even in the face of
adversity. To all my teachers, I express my
gratitude for having guided me all these
years and reposing your faith in my ability
despite having let you down on many
occasions. Lastly, a big thank you to my
parents, without whose willingness to send
me to a boarding school, none of this
would have happened. Uthenas, I leave you 

with one last advice: be your true selves fearlessly
and never refrain from asking questions. 

 Aadya Ritesh Sood 
Head Girl 
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Coordinator Deputy Coordinator

Junior Vice Prefect  Prefect Vice Prefect
Ananya Agarwal Aiza Azim Ansari Aadhya Sareen

Ms.Manmeet Sidhu Mr.Niteen Kumar Panjiar
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Sitting row 1 (L-R): Manya Agarwalla, Aanya Jain, Kleka D. Shylla, Maahi Bansal, Linisha Agarwal, Shruti Agarwal, Saanvi Agarwal, Prachi Tibrewala, Avni Agrawal, Anika
Agarwal, Satnam Diya, Shivika Bansal. 

Sitting row 2 (L-R): Aadya R. Sood, Mr. Rajesh Kumar, Ms. Renu Sindhu, Ms. Shallu Kumar, Ms. Manmeet Sidhu (House Coordinator), Dr. Mona Khanna (Vice Principal), Mrs.
Divya Dwivedi (Principal), Mrs. Sushma Bhadauria (Dean Activities), Mr. Niteen Panjiar, Ms. Nandini Joshi, Ms. Updesh Kaur Mamgain, Ms. Rakhi Rawat, Nidha Ashraf. 

Standing row 1 (L-R): Ananya Agarwal (House Prefect), Aadhya Sareen (Junior Prefect), Aiza Ansari (Vice Prefect). 

Sitting row 3 (L-R): Zoha Ahsan, Aurvi Gupta, Sanchita Gupta, Heer Mori, Hiral Bansal, Vanya Agarwal, Shivika Agarwal, Geet Kandhari, Mahek Kanjiya, Tvisha Bhatia,
Mitalba Jadeja, Sanvi Banka, Samridhi Bansal, Tanvi Agarwal. 

Standing row 2 (L-R): Kaavya Modi, Shreya Setia, Shreya Bardia, Simone Chawla, Aishani Pal, Shreeja Patwari, Ishita Bohra, Arna Singh, Vidhi Agarwal, Aahana, Divyani,
Yantisha Pal, Nyesha Agarwal, Suhani Kedia, Gauri Barnwal, Sanvi Kapoor. 

Standing row 3 (L-R): Maahi Kishorepuria, Soumya Agarwal, Punnya Beri, Krieshty Singh, Prerna rana, Shreya Deb, Vanshika Sharma, Bhavya Singhania, Sacchi Jain,
Shuktika Sindhu, Shyla Marwaha, Shelly Tulsyan, Khushi Gupta, Kyra Aziz, Vanya Munjial. 

Standing row 3 (L-R): Nandini Rastogi, Katyayani Pawar, Nishka Gupta, Neha Agarwal, Rashi Prasad, Sanya Agarwal, Sneha Lohia, Padamshri, Hriddima Chand,
Radhika Agarwal, Kashish Jain, Nitya Dubey, Samiya Jain, Khushi Shah. 
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Becoming the Daffodil House Prefect (2021-22)
has been an eye-opener. Only on bearing the
flag did I realize that being a prefect is not just
about collecting names for the competitions
and wearing a badge. It is beyond than I could
surmise before I was elected as a Prefect. The
badge that adorns my uniform is a reminder of
responsibilities I need to shoulder and the
expectations that I need to meet. Since my early
years in this school, I had dreamt of screaming
“Daffodil House, eyes right!”, while leading the
front row of the march past. Now, when I have
the chance to head it, I feel more grateful than
proud. I am thankful to every student and
teacher of the house who trust me and regard
me capable of upholding the glory of the house. 
I daily listen to myriads of perspectives before 

making crucial decisions that are in the interest
of the house. I now know that one should always
cling on to hope and remain optimistic against all
odds. 
We have had our own downtimes which made us
feel as if we could no longer keep up but we
remained undaunted. Important lessons of life
were learnt in the most remarkable ways. 
In my tenure, due to Covid-19, most of the
sessions were held online but that could not 
bridle the endless dreams of Daffodil House and
standing up to its motto of ‘Modesty’.  

Ananya Agarwal 
Prefect, Daffodil House

"Bragging about yourself violates the norms of
modesty and politeness - and if you were really
competent, your work would speak for itself. "          
~ Adam Grant 

Annual Report
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Coordinator Deputy Coordinator

Junior Vice Prefect  Prefect 
Reet Kandhari

Vice Prefect
Embhallang D Shylla Ridhima Das

Amola Chauhan Keshav Bhatt 
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Sitting Row I (L to R): Reni Shah, Hetvi Dilipbhai Barad, Saanvi Sanghai, Aridaka Lamare, Swasti Bardia, Suhani Agarwal, Aanya Agarwal, Tiana Agarwal,
Saumya Agarwal, Ayati Khanna, Agrima Vaish, Hriddima Chand, Eshani Gupta, Shanaya Aggarwal, Saanvi Bansal.

Sitting Row II (L to R): Ms. Kakoli Sengupta, Ms. Priyamvada Sharma, Ms. Shakuntla Awasthi, Ms. Amola Chauhan, Dr. Mona Khanna (Vice Principal), Mrs.
Divya Dwivedi (Principal), Mrs. Sushma Bhadauria (Dean Activities), Mr. Keshav Bhatt, Ms. Nidhi Joshi, Ms. Hervinder Gandhi, Ms. Date Stella.

Sitting Row III (L to R): Reet Kandhari (Prefect), Ridhima Das (Junior Prefect), Vartika, Nawinda Archvarin, Swasti Luthra, Ruhaani Sharma, Drishti Bansal,
Anushka Tekriwal, Prachi Chaudhary, Manya Agarwal, Navya Tantia, Abha Agarwal, Anam Suhail, Aanya Agarwal, Shanvi Bhalotia, Palak Nilesh Detroja, Preet
Narang, Shreeya Sharma, Embhalang D. Shylla (Vice Prefect).

Standing Row I (L to R): Aarushi Swaragi, Mriga Jain, Akshara Negi, Ramya Gupta, Sarayu Gupta, Dhwani Verma, Devanshi Thakkar, Malini Agarwal, Shreya
Aggarwal, Saina Bansal, Diksha Murarka, Suhani Jindal, Mansi Kishorepuria, Angel Jolly, Ananya Kaushal, Pragya Barnwal.

Standing Row II (L to R): Rachel Castelino, Madhavi Bhardwaj, Yashasvi Sharma, Tanisha Arya, Daisy Kalita, Yatishi Deorah, Asmi Anand, Raashi Sharma,
Samridhi Garg, Ramsha Kayanat, Tanisha Khambaiyta , Eva Gautam, Yuvika Khemka, Dhwani Sood, Vanya Chaudhary.

Standing Row III (L to R): Samaira, Vidhi Tikmani, Riya Singhal, Navya Agarwal, Ananya Garg, Kashish Saigal, Rishya Sareen, Nandini Gattani, Mahak
Agrawala, Hetvi Vasadiya, Gungun Agarwal, Hadia Hasan, Diya Shah, Saanvi Agarwal, Nandini Agarwal, Nandini Sharda.
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“When I held up the house flag, squinting in the
sun, leading a contingent of 36 girls of Jasmine
House, I knew this is what all the toiling was
for; for the weight of the house flag.”
 The Academic Session of 2020-21 saw a major
change in work dynamics in all the spheres of
our school. We steadily shifted to digital mode
and our school successfully organized several
online Inter-House events. My journey with
Jasmine House started in July 2020 when I was
elected as the Vice Prefect, I have seen the rapid
yet stable growth of my house and am indeed
immensely proud of leading it. 
Our house has varying potentials in all fields;
we stood first in many Fine Arts, Performing
Arts, Literary and Sports Competitions viz.,
Inter House Epic Digital Painting, Epic
Traditional Painting Shadow Puppetry, Solo
Western Singing, Inter House Epic Digital 

Painting, Epic Traditional Painting, Shadow
Puppetry, Solo Western Singing, Inter House
Science Conference, Double Leg Rope Jumps 
 Competition. Our house has performed equally
well in Inter House Bol Padanth, AIPPM,
Western Dance, Solo Bhajan, Plank Walk up
Competition and the list goes on. I have seen
both individual and collective development
throughout my tenure. The members of the
house have strived hard to meet deadlines being
in the comfort of their homes. They have taken
up tremendous responsibility to ensure
maximum productivity. There were days when
we performed poorly but not once did we think 

"In character, in manner, in style, in all
things, the supreme excellence is simplicity."   
 - Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

Annual Report
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that we lacked in potential. As they
say, “Doubt kills more dreams than
failure ever will.” We faltered
numerous times, but we also made
sure we got back stronger. There was
indisputable coordination among the
prefects of the house, and its members
which made this term a resounding
success. We are on a road of
improvement, and I can certainly say
with pride that Jasmine House  is
moving towards glory. This experience
of serving the house enabled me to
discover the joy and efficiency of
teamwork. The thought of graduating
and not belonging to my house
anymore fills me with sorrow; working
for the house, meeting deadlines,
coordinating with people had become
my way of life. I shall always be
eternally grateful to the teachers and
students alike for the trust they placed
in me and for their constant help
throughout my journey. 

Reet Kandhari 
Prefect, Jasmine House
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Coordinator Deputy Coordinator

Junior Vice Prefect  Prefect Vice Prefect
Ananya Agarwal Onam Rajpal Aastha Gupta

Ms.Raksha Gupta Mr.Brijesh Kumar
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Sitting row I ( L to R)
Bhavya Jain, Mingpung Kipa , Ridhima tulsyan , Pritika Anand , Nandani Thakkar , Charvi Rana , Ananya Agarwal , Anika Bhutada , Inaya Gupta , Tishita Das ,
Anubhooti Saboo, Sakhanidonhi Lamareda Dhar , KJaveesh Kaur Bhasin , Janavi Gupta

Sitting Row II (L to R)
Khushi Goyal , Mr. Rajeev Rana , Ms. Pema Tsomo , Ms. Richa Mehra , Ms. Raksha Gupta ( House Coordinator), Dr. Mona Khanna(Vice Principal), Mrs. Divya
Dwivedi (Principal), Ms. Sushma Bhadauria (Dean Activities), Mr. Brijesh Kumar, Ms. Smita Kaur Padam , Ms. Pallavi Sharma, Ms. Swagata Chakroborty, Chhavi
Dhawani .

Standing Row I (L to R)
Ananya Agarwal (Prefect) , Aastha Gupta (Junior Prefect) , Shriya Gupta , Manya Goyal, Vrinda Gupta, Shorya Agarwal, Fiona Barad, Urvika Murarka , Ananya
Dalmia , Manya Khaitan , Kannan Arora,
Purva Barva , Anushka Bansal , Shreem Verma , Nitya Arya, Delisha Agarwal, Vanshika Poddar.
Standing Row II (L to R)
Kavya Singhal , Drishti Sachdeo,Vadehi Kejriwal , Ishanika Gupta,Siya Garg,Ananya Deepak Agarwal, Shreya Singhal ,Krishnavi Deora, Kritika Verma, Aadya
Agarwal , Aditi Motani, Rucha Chandra, Mira Kundaria, Vebhavi Agarwal, Yeshashvi Desai, Rythm Goel, Sanvi, Agarwal, Onam Rajpal (Vice Prefect).

Standing Row III ( L to R)
Fiza Majid , Khushi Agarwal , Nitya Agrawal, Ranya Kasaju, NIkhar Bhutra, Yesha Kedia, Itisha Singh, Aanya Mahajan, Saira Naidan, Aashvi Goyal, Vanshika
Garg , Hiba Ansari, Dhruvi Pandalia, Vedika Jain , Sneha Rathi, Shreya Agarwal.

Standing Row IV (L to R)
Divya Jain, Siya Chaddha , Khushi Nikhil Agarwal, Kaushiki Rai, Gargi Agarwal, Ratna Priya, Ananya Kanodia, Ishani Sakhuja , Reha Singhal, Sehaj Sohal, Diya
Singh, Riya Fultariya, Kyra Agarwal , Lavanya Ranjan, Priyanshi Munjal.
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The session 2020-21 was unlike any other.
Everything shifted to an online mode and we all
were in the comfort of our homes. Despite the
challenge, we didn’t fall short of enthusiasm
and worked hard for all competitions and
activities. Orchid House toiled throughout the
session, nothing could balk our determination
and confidence. We live up to our motto
‘sincerity’. The tireless dedication and efforts of
the students won many laurels. Boldly facing
numerous challenges, we made sure to learn and
grow with every victory and each failure. 
The toil began with literary competitions, and
we secured the first position in AIPPM, digital
poster making (IT), Storytelling (IT), online
presentation making, psychology
competition, Vedic Maths quiz and Desarrollo
de Productos.Orchid House has many talented
artists with immense creativity. They never shy 

away from trying and giving their best in each
endeavour. Some of our merits include the first
position in doll making, wall magazine, landscape
painting, puppet show, and watercolor painting.
We bagged the second place in shadow
storytelling and traditional painting.  
The girls proved the strength in their sinews
when they defeated their opponents in sports,
claiming the first position in pranayam and single
leg balance on toes. They stood second in cross
country run, single leg sideways jump, double leg
rope jump and ball bounce on wall. They also
won laurels in the field of performing arts. We
had the honour of standing first in classical
dance, bhajan singing and second in patriotic 

"When pure sincerity forms within, it is
outwardly realised in other people's hearts."   
 - Lao Tzu

Annual Report
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singing and solo light music
singing. I am proud of every
member of the house and for the
contribution which each has
made. We are unique, and
together, we make a magnificent
team.
The team spirit and an immortal
desire to win has helped
Orchid House grow and so have I
grown with it. I am immensely
grateful to everyone who deemed
me worthy of this post. Leading
this house has been an exciting
and enriching experience and I
know it will reach greater heights
with every passing session.  

 
Ananya Agarwal

Prefect, Orchid House
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Coordinator Deputy Coordinator

Junior Vice Prefect  Prefect Vice Prefect
Hoonar Hooda Sanvi Gupta Avika Singh Dhoni

Ms. Amrita Pandey Mr. Shashikant Maurya
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Sitting Row I (L to R): Gargi Agarwal, Vaanika Agarwal, Sana Mehta, Aradhya Singh Chauhan, Nidhavi Singla, Tanya Sachdeo, Shivya Agarwal, Saarvi
Mahajan, Sanvi lohia, Kreesha Nanda, Aditri Gupta, Vani Agarwal, Pearl Agarwal, Manasvi Pal, Bhuja Vacchani   

Sitting Row II (L to R): Harshita Yadav, Ardas Kaur Padam, Mr. Modeste, Ms. Sakshi Chhatwal, Ms. Amrita Pandey (House Coordinator), Dr. Mona
Khanna (Vice Principal), Mrs. Divya Dwivedi (Principal), Mrs. Sushma Bhadauria (Dean Activities), Mr. Shashikant Maurya, Ms. Sangeeta Juneja, Mr.
Aldred Gomes, Siriluck Ponyam, Nandni Tyagi 

Standing Row I (L to R): Hoonar Hooda (Prefect), Avika Dhoni (Junior Prefect), Ishika Gandhi, Shrishti Shukla, Jhanvi Khattar, Navya Agarwal, Ishya
Jain, Tanvi Agarwal, Riya Garg, Prisha  

Verma, Ridhi Lath, Gunjan Karamchandani, Humisha Agarwal, Shruti Banka, Ruchika Agarwal, Anaiya Gupta, Manya Goyal, Shreya Ranjan, Sanvi
Gupta (Vice Prefect) 

Standing Row II (L to R): Manya Mehra, Gehna Gupta, Lavanya Munjal, Prisha Khaitan, Eimzaar, Vaniya Javed, Avni Kumar, Kashvi Agarwal, Rutvi
Kundariya, Samiha Rana, Poulami Chakroborty, Riya Shah, Anjali Chaudhar, Tanisha Agarwal, Shambhavi Singh, Vanya Bansal 

Standing Row III (L to R): Avika Dhukia, Ashita Kowala,Tanvi Lohia, Gauri Singh, Divya Kanodia, Reet Sharad Agarwal, Anya Agarwal, Divyanka
Agarwal, Hardrika Chaudhary, Trisha Chaudhary, Jasmirah Arora, Tanvi Jajodia, Diya Patel, Prachi Chaudhary, Tvisha Rinish Sekhani, Manya goyal,
Manya Gupta   

Standing Row IV (L to R):  Samaira Agarwal, Devanshi Jain, Aashi Solanki, Avni Sarawgi, Tia Agarwal, Vanshika Kejriwal, Riya Goyal, Vikram Babita
Chowdhary, Himani Todi, Prabpreet Kour, Dhrumi khattar, Tanvi Agarwal, Siya Gupta, Jaivi Divitha, Anushka Agarwal  
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The greatest glory of Tulip House lies not in
never falling but in rising every time we fall.
Last year Tulip House showed its never-say-die
spirit by winning the most coveted Cock House
Trophy. For a few years the performance of the
house was inconsistent which gave the impetus
to win and not to lose heart. Every error
became a lesson for us. Learning from our
mistakes, we ameliorated our efforts. Never had  
I imagined before to be trusted with seminal
role of a leader. I realized that leadership is not
a checklist and all the boxes do not have to be
ticked. One needs to have nerves of steel to face
the daily challenges that it poses. Taking up the
responsibility of the house as a prefect, pushed
me to the edge of my best capabilities. We, the
members of Tulip House, have high
imagination and creativity. The house excelled
in almost all the spheres and the students, with 

the support of the House teachers, put in their
maximum efforts. Tulip House has been
consistently working hard and winning in sports
like hockey and volleyball. The house also
secured the first position in Inter-house Plank
Walk, Hindi and English dramatics, Hindi
debate, Semi Classical Singing, Inter-house
Patriotic Singing as well as solo Western Dance
Competition. Tulip House again fixed its flag by
winning sports Olympics this year and standing
first in the cross country in all three categories.
The girls were second in  Hindi
Elocution,Classical Dance and Inter-house
Bhramari Competition. Tulip House is
determined to improve its performance in Inter-
house march-past and Inter-house basketball. 

"The key of persistence will open up any door
that has been closed by resistance."                 
 - John Dilemme

Annual Report
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We are highly indebted
to our Principal and the
School Management for
reposing faith in us. I
extend my sincerest
thanks to my Tulip
House family for its co-
operation and support. I
lack words to thank
everyone enough for their
involvement and
willingness to work for
the house. We strive to
reach the pinnacle of
success once again next
year. 

Hoonar Hooda
Prefect, Tulip House
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Unison World School strives to carve out its students as
global citizens. In an endeavour to continue our long-
standing relationship with our International Exchange
partners and to continue to give our students a global
exposure, despite the tough circumstances, the first ever
Virtual Student Exchange Programme between Unison
World School and Rangi Ruru Girls’ School, Christchurch,
New Zealand, took place from November 2, 2020 to
November 12, 2020. A group of eight students, four from
each school, participated in this programme. 

STUDENT
EXCHANGE
PROGRAMME
2021
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The first day began with an ice breaking session where the girls were made to play Bingo to help
them know each other, feel comfortable and establish bonds of friendship. Through interesting
activities, the students of both the schools interacted with each other. By merely spending two
hours a day, the girls began to learn the culture and tradition of each other. 
UWS girls were engaged in various workshops on Maori language and culture, melodious Maori
singing, the flora and fauna of New Zealand, exclusive cuisine of the country. This was reciprocated
by the girls of Unison World School who conducted workshops on Indian cooking, tradition and
culture, Hindi language, Indian music and dance, Indian Art and virtual sight-seeing which also
included a virtual tour of the Taj Mahal.  
The girls also discussed different ways of community service adopted by both the schools. It was a
perfect way to introduce the girls of both the schools to a diverse culture. They all found lifelong
friends who would always be there on the other side of the world to welcome them. 
The ten-day long programme concluded with an exchange of love of knowledge and learning, an
invaluable experience for both the groups. 
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Confronting 
Covid 19 

While Covid 19 was staring in the face and
disrupting lives, the world waited with
bated breath for some magic-formula to
bale them out of the crisis. Finally, all the
prayers were answered and the first Covid
19 vaccine was developed. The nation
launched its biggest vaccination drive to
combat the pandemic and as responsible
citizens, we too at Unison World School,
started the vaccination drive. 
The school, with the purpose to ensure
safety and wellbeing of its staff and their
families, organised a vaccination camp on 

campus. The first dose of the vaccine was
administered to over hundred people on 4
June, 2021 and on 28th August, 2021, several
people were administered the second dose of
the vaccine. No stone was left unturned to
ensure the safety of the people on campus.
All Covid protocols were stringently
followed. 
Small efforts lead to a great success. UWS
will continue to contribute in this fight
against Covid 19 till it is defeated and life
returns to its good old ‘normal’ once again.

"Victory is not won in miles but in inches. Win a little now,
hold your ground, and later win a little more."

 
 ~ Louis L'Amour. 
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On 22nd January, 2021, Unison World
School received The International
Dimension in Schools accreditation
from the British Council. 

INTERNATIONAL
DIMENSION IN SCHOOLS
2020-2023 
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International Dimension in Schools is a
bench-marking scheme that accredits
schools as having an outstanding level of
support for nurturing global citizenship
in young people and enriching teaching
and learning. 

It is a three-year accreditation focusing on
the implementation of an international
dimension in a school's curriculum. Unison
World School has received it for the year
2010-13, 2014-17, 2017-2020, and again for
the year 2020-2023. 
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2020-2021

To send light into the darkness of men's hearts - such is the duty of the artist.

Robert Schumann
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2020 -2021

Khushi Nikhil Agarwal 

Digital ArtDigital Art

Nyesha Piyush Agarwal 

Avika Dhukia
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2020 -2021

Divyani

Gauri Barnwal

Ardas Kaur Padam 
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2020 -2021

Nandini Gattani

Maahi Bansal

Riya Shah
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2020 -2021

Nitya Agrawal &
 Jaivi Divitha 

CraftCraft

Ashvi Goyal

Anika Bhutada
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2020 -2021

Suhani Agarwal Aiza Azim Ansari

Vanshika Garg
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2020 -2021

Vaidehi Kejriwal & 
Saanvi Sanghai

Ananya Agarwal

Lavanya Munjal
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2020 -2021

Ananya Agarwal 

PaintingPainting

Nishka Gupta

Chhavi Dawani
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2020 -2021

Chitra Shah

Diva Hundia

Vanya Agarwal
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2020 -2021

Shreeja Patwari  

Arna Singh
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2020 -2021

Chhavi Dawani

PhotographyPhotography

Navya Agarwal

Suhani Agarwal 
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2020 -2021

Sanvi Banka

Anika Agarwal

Riddhima Agarwal 
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2020 -2021

PotteryPottery

Chhavi Dawani Mishita Rungta
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2020 -2021

Ardas Kaur Padam

Shristi Shukla
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2020 -2021

Khushboo Agarwal Ashka Singhal

TextileTextile
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2020 -2021

Sajal Agarwal

Sneha BansalKhushboo Agarwal

Kavya Jain
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2020 -2021

Sculpture

Swarna Agarwal

Diya Shah
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2020 -2021

Gauri Singh

Humisha Agarwal
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Unison will always be the place I learned to realise my

potential and decide what I wish to pursue in the future. This

home taught me values, gave me memories and allowed me to

meet peers who I firmly believe will chart an illustrious history

wherever they choose to embark. The school will forever remain

the institution that gave me opportunities I could never envision

until a few years ago, that today has made me all I am, and

will continue to impact all I will be.

Chitra Shah

I am who I am because of

you.

Devisha M
urti
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In all these years, I have learnt that if

you overcome your fear and believe in

yourself, nothing can go wrong.”

Happy Birthday to you all! 

As I will not be here to announce.

 
Sinjini Bhattcharje

e

Aarshi M
ittal

I can help you score.

Ananya Khemka

I came to the school alone 

as a short and shy girl. 

I am going out with a new family as a tall and

confident young lady.

Khushi Juneja
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“Unison will always be

there to welcome me home!”

Kavya Jain It’s been 6 years and I’m still waiting to

win a prize in the lucky draw.

Carona Karki

Where will I now fight

for pens and pencils in the

middle of classes?

Yashavi Tikm
ani

Eshika A
garwal

If the ceiling ever falls,

tall people will die first. 
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I’ve been here for 7 years

and I still do not know

what time the breakfast

starts on Sundays.

Lavanya Kapahi

Little things make me happy!

 Bhavya Chaundhary

Contact me for cakes

and hugs.

Roopal Tulsani
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If your ears are dear to you, never aspire

to get a dorm in the middle block.

Rashpreet Gill

I still cannot understand the buzz about

Paneer and the Butter Naan; it has always

been the Rajma-Chawal for me.

Radhika Bansal
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Khushboo A
garwal

I never realised how quickly the

time flew by until I was dressed

in a saree to be bid farewell.

Isn't it sorrowful that all

beautiful moments end so

quickly?

Somya Kumar

If not paintball, I can paint and

play basketball.

I came here at 7, I’m

leaving at 17

Swarna Agarwal
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Aakriti Karanani

Six years and always a

misspelt last name.

Sveda Aggerwhil

I know I will be missed in every

birthday song.

Still  sleeping in the Volleyball

Court!

Akanksha Khetan
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I will always be the Ravan

of the batch. Ravan spelt

with a distressed R.

Drishti Rajpal

My biggest brag is that I

can visit the school whenever I

want to. 

Sumedha Chawla

Graduating with straight

A’s.

Roshni Saraf
I will see you all at the

Batch reunion in Kasoli.

Ribhya Khullar
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We laughed until we had to cry, we

loved right down to our last goodbye.

Our memories of yesterday will last

a lifetime. We’ll take the best,

forget the rest, and someday will

find that these have been the best of

times.

Khushi Malpani

For the last time, it is

Bhaati not Bhatti

Ashwinaa Bhaati

Still stretching.........

Disha Nagpal
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I have been counting the bricks

of the school for past 8 years.

The number is 64,256.

Palak Agarwal

Some days were worth getting up

early and taking a head wash.

Prapti Gupta From Priti Ma’am’s

“Girls” to Mona Ma’am’s

“Ladies”, from bickering in the

corridors to making all these

memories, it saddens my heart to

leave the doors of Unison.

Shruti Singh
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You all will regret not going for

sports in school.

Divyanshi

I know the entire school thinks

Chandrika is better than I am.

Aashi Agarwal

I aspire to control my life the

way I controlled the IT

control room.

Tulika Murarka
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In all my life in Keeping up

with the Khandelwals, all I

can say is that I hate my sisters.

I n  a l l  m y  y e a r s  d o i n g

t h e a t r e  a t  U W S ,  I

h a v e  l e a r n t  t h a t  y o u  h a v e  t o

f i g h t  d r a m a  w i t h  d r a m a .

Aadrika Dwivedi

I have been living for Tuesdays

with Rajma Chawal and

Sundays with Chhole Bhature.

Tanvi Khandelwal

Husnal Sahini
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Take IAYP seriously.

T e l l  C l e o  I  w i l l  m i s s  h i m .

Ritvi Jain

I was never on the same page.

Neer Nayol

Divyanshi Agarwal

It was not a panic attack!

Diya Jain
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Not once did I get the

hiding bed in 8 years.

I f  y o u  f i n d  g r a d e  7 t h

S a n a h ,  t e l l  h e r  I  s a i d

g o o d b y e .

Sanah Agarwal

Life is full of surprises. Unison,

you were the best one.

Preet Jakhar

Nandini Mishra
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Before I entered this school, I was

just clay, which is now moulded into a

sculpture as I leave.

S w e e t  j a m  a n d  b i t t e r

c o f f e e ,  t h e  i d e a l  U W S

s u r v i v a l  k i t .

Mannan Kaur

Contentment was stargazing while

taking rounds in the hockey field.

Sanya Tayal 

Sudarshana Dutta
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 I am still standing here.

T h e  g h o s t  y o u  a l l  w o n d e r e d

a b o u t ,  i t  w a s  I  r u n n i n g

a r o u n d  t h e  h o s t e l s .

Kriti Kedia

When your hair will need  a

makeover, you will miss me the most.

Tanisha Bajaj

Vishwesha H
armukh
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In these 2 years, all I did was

master the ART of getting two

chocolate tarts.

N o t  r e a d y  t o  a c c e p t  t h e

f a c t  t h a t  I  w i l l  n o t  h a v e

b u t t e r f l i e s  i n  m y  s t o m a c h  t h e

n e x t  t i m e  I  e n t e r

D e h r a d u n .

Shreepriya Kansal

I  am  the 'African ' helicopter.
Riya Garg

Jil Jani
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“In all these years, I have learnt that

if you overcome your fear and believe

in yourself, nothing can go wrong.” 

“ I  w i s h  I  c o u l d  s t o r e  t h e

m e m o r i e s  I  m a d e  i n  t h e

s c h o o l  i n  a  m i l l i o n  b o t t l e s  o f

p e n s i v e . ”

Sunandini Chakrabar
ty

“Not a goodbye, until next time…” 

Jumshi Taba 

Hiya Arya 
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"I feel lucky to have something that

makes goodbyes so hard. Everything

I am, Unison helped me be. Thank

you for being such an important part of

my story.” 

“ I t  i s  n o t  o n l y  a b o u t  t h e

m e m o r i e s  y o u  m a k e ,  b u t  a l s o

t h e  l e a r n i n g s  y o u  t a k e . ”

Aditi Gautam

Mahak Jain
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Grade VGrade V

Charvi RanaAradhya ChauhanAnanya AgarwalKavya Modi

Shivika Bansal Saarvi Mahajan Hetvi Barad Ruhaani Sharma

Anika Bhutada Aditri Gupta

Tiana Agarwal Anaiya GuptaDr. Geeta Shukla
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Grade VI AGrade VI A

Ms. Rakhi Rawat

Vanya Agrawal

Tvisha Bhatia Tanvi Lohia

Shreejaa Patwari

Kaveesh Kaur Bhasin Reet AgrawalSakanidonhi Lamare

Saumya Agrawal

Aashvi Goyal

Abha Agrawal

Avni Sarawgi Gungeet Kaur

Aanya Jindal
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Grade Vi BGrade Vi B

Sana MehtaDristi Bansal Nidhavi Singla Ridhima Tulsyan Saira Nidaan

Aahana Aanya Agarwal

Aarushi Sarawgi Angel Jolly

Ms.Amola Chauhan

Tamanna Bhardwaj Sanya Agarwal Zoha AhsanKanak Vishal Chaddha Sanvi Banka
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Grade ViI AGrade ViI A

Samaira Saanvi BansalRucha Chandra

Ridhima DasHarshitha Yadav

Jaivi Divitha Kreesha Nanda

Nitya Agrawal

Aastha Gupta Ashita Khowala Avika Singh Dhoni

Ms. Shakuntla Awasthi

Shelly Tulsyan Vaanika Agarwal Vidhi Tikmani Navya Agarwal Bhavika Kansal

Molsicha
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Mingpung Kipa Prachi Tibrewala Rashi Prasad Tishita Das

Anam Suhail Ayra Dulat

Gargi Agrawal Manasvi Pal
Ms. Nidhi Joshi

Grade ViI BGrade ViI B

Pearl AgarwalTanisha MaheshwariNitya Goel Suhani Agrawal

Geet Kandhari

Aanya Agarwal

Agrima Vaish

Mriga Jain

Devika SachdevAnya Agarwal 201



Grade Vii cGrade Vii c

Ms. Renu Sindhu

Aadhya Sareen Aanya Mahajan Aditi Motani

Avika Dhukia Drishti Sachdeo Ishani Sakhuja

Maahi Bansal Parnika Agarwal Prachi Chaudhary

Samridhi Garg Shreyanshi Jaiswal Vaidehi Kejriwal

Anannya Sachdev

Shanaya Miglani

Arunashree Vidhi Agrawal

Arnii Ahuja
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Mr. Niteen Kumar Panjiar

Saanvi Agarwal

Rutvi KundariyaRaina GuptaNyesha Agarwal

Khushi Shah 

Eimzaar Itisha Singh

Kavya Singhal

Aanya Agarwal Ananya D Agarwal Anika Agarwal

Anubhuti Saboo

Samiya Jain Sarayu Gupta Satnam Diya Shreya Aggrawal

Grade ViIi aGrade ViIi a

Vaibhavi Agarwal Vartika Shreya Bardia Suhani Jindal Swasti Bardia

Het Jalu

Rose Sohal

Kaushiki Rai

Sanvee Kansal

Sana Gupta

Vritti Sethi
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Poulami Chakrbaraty

Punnya Beri Reni Shah Riya Fultariya Shambhavi Singh 

Manya AgarwalLavanya RanjanKyra AggarwalKhushi Gupta 

Diksha Murarka Gehna Gupta Ishita Bohra

Kaashvi Agarwal

Aishani Pal Anjali Chaudhary Avni Kumar 

Ms. Sarita Rana

Manya Agarwalla Nandini Agarwal Nishka Gupta Palak Detroja

Simone Chawla

Shanvi Bhalotia

Siya Garg

Vani Agarwal

Grade ViIi bGrade ViIi b

Shanaya Aggarwal Aridaka Lamare

Arshya Jain Shloka Patel Vani Agarwal Riyanna Kokra 204



Gargi AgarwalFiona Barad

Devanshi Jain

Divyanka Agarwal Diyaa Singh Eshanika Agarwal

Aurvi Gupta Avni Agarwal

Ishya JainGauri Singh

Mr. Aldred Gomes

Khushi N Agarwal 

Sanvi Agarwal

Tanisha Agarwal

Vanya Munjal

Grade VIII CGrade VIII C

Lavanya Munjal Lavanya Ranjan Manya Gupta Manya Mehra Prisha Khetan

Samriddhi BansalRythm Goel Saina BansalRiya ShahRiya Garg

Aadya Agarwal

Aanya Jain

Mahek Kanjiya

Naisha Rastogi

Shruti Gupta

Vanshika Shah
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Grade iX AGrade iX A

Prerna Rana

Pragya BaranwalNandini SardaMitalba Jadeja

Divya Jain Divya Kanodia

Kleka D Shylla Krieshty  Singh

Anvesha Tripathi Arya Tiwari Bhavya Singhania

Ms. Updesh K. Mamgain

Rachel Castelino Sacchi Jain Samiha Rana Sanvi Agrawal

Vaniya Javed

Shreya  Singhal Srishti Garg Suhani Kedia Tanvi Jajodia Dhrumi Khattar

Nikita Kumari
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Prisha Verma

Manya GoyalManya KhaitanMansi Kishorepuria

Divijaa Mansinghka Diya Patel

Hardika Choudhary Ishita Agrawal

Ananya Kaushal Dhruvi Padaliya

Diva HundiaMs. Priyamvada Sharma

Vanya Chaudhary

Ratna Priya Saanvi Garodia Shivya AgrawalYashshvee Sharma

Vanshika Garg

Vanshika Sharma

Grade iX BGrade iX B

Tvisha Rinish SekhaniShreya Deb Shruti Chaudhary Tanvi Agarwal Trisha Chaudhary

Anoushka Tekriwal

Shanvi Tripathi
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Kritika Verma Malini AgarwalKashish Jain

Grade iX CGrade iX C

Priyanshi Munjal

Prachi ChaudharyNitya DubeyNeeha TallangMishty Ranglani Nandini Rastogi

Ananya Dalmia Dhvanee Verma Dhwani Sood

Ms. Cheryl Ann Cubbins

Purva Bavarva Ranya Kasaju Riddhi Lath Riza Hasan

Yatishi DeorahShruti Agrawal Shuktika Sindhu Siya Chadha Tanvi Agarwal

Yesha Adatia

Yuvika Khemka

Shreya Sarraf
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Shreya  Urvika Murarka

Akshra Negi Jasmirah Arora Nawinda Archvarin

Ramsha Kainaat

Ms. Selvakumari 
Sankaranarayanan

Grade IGSCE year 1Grade IGSCE year 1

Yashasvi DesaiVaanya Bansal Yantisha Pal
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Anushka AgarwalAarushi Sisodiya

Grade X aGrade X a

Preet  NarangPadamshri  Onam Rajpal

Shaivi Agrawal

Devanshi Thakkar Hiba Ansari

Himani Todi Nitya Jalan

Archi Chourasia

Ms. Smita Kaur Padam

Drishti  

Shreya Agarwal Sneha Lohia Tanisha KhambhaitaAyesha

Navya Verma

Ridhima Arora
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Anushka Mittal

Charvi Goyal

Aiza Ansari

Divyani 

Grade X bGrade X b

Sanvi GuptaRashhi SharmaNiral Sonawat

Shasta Jain

Gauri Gupta

Khushi Mana Gupta

Arna Singh

Ms. Richa Mehra

Sneha Rathi Tanisha Arya Vamika Arora Sunidhi Kumari

Niyati Khanna

Kaashvi Garg
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Vanshika AgarwalTanya  Sachdeo

Asmi Anand

Grade X cGrade X c

Gayyatri Boddepalle Shreeya Sharma

Shruti Banka

Soumya Agrawal

Anoushka Agarwal Embhahlang D Shylla

Ms.Versha Sharma
Madhvi Bhardwaj

Kashish PatelSamaira AggarwalDevki Tikmani
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Mr. Shashi Kant Maurya
 

Kannan Arora

Nishita Rochlani

Grade IGCSE Year 2Grade IGCSE Year 2

Sanvi Kapoor

Riya Goyal

Aashi Solanki

Nandni Tyagi Babitha Chowdary

Aalia KhuranaSimran Gupta Kamda Gupta

Daisy Kalita

Samayra Mittal

Prisha Vani

Bhoomi GuptaAkankshi Batra
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Mishita Rungta

Grade Xi AGrade Xi A

Mr. Rajesh Kumar

Ardas Kaur Padam

Delisha Agarwal Nandini Kharka

Kavisha Sharma Vedanshi Dora
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Ananya Garg

Navya Agrawal

Gunjan Karamchandani Heer Mori

Ishika Gandhi Mahak Agarwala

Ananya Agarwal Diya Shah

Ms Anamika Sharma
Vrinda Gupta

Sehaj Sohal
 

Grade Xi b1Grade Xi b1

Riya SinghalRishya Sareen Shreem Verma Vanshika Kejriwal
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Nandini GattaniManya GoyalJaanvi Bhartiya

Gungun Agrawal Hetvi Vasdadiya

Humisha Agrawal

Ananya Agarwal Gauri Barnwal

Ms. Rakshaa Gupta
Hadia Hasan

Rhea Vinay Singhal

Shourya  Agarwal

Tanvi Agarwal Vanshika Poddar

Grade Xi b2Grade Xi b2

Ruchhika AgarwalAnshika Aggarwal
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Mr. Keshav  Bhatt Jhanvi Khattar

Hoonar Hooda

Grade Xi CGrade Xi C

Anushka Bansal

Anshika Jain

Charvi Suri

Chhavi Dawani

Kashish Saigal

Katyayni Pawar

Manya Goyal

Reet Kandhaari

Sanchita Gupta

Shrishti Shukla
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Grade A LEvel year 1Grade A LEvel year 1

Ms. Amrita Pandey

Aadya Ritesh Sood Anjini Godara Eva Ajay Sidhani

Fiza Majid

Jahnvi Gupta

Khushi Agrawal Nidha Ashraf Nitya Arya Prabpreet Kour

Rishika Arora Shriya Gupta Shyla Marwaha Siriluck Ponyam Siya Gupta Suhani Raisurana

Vedika Jain Pitchaya Reet Kaur Tur Ayoniza Yashanshi 
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Jumshi Taba Kavya Jain

Ananya Khemka Carona Karki Devisha Murti

Eshika Agarwal
Ms. Sangeeta Juneja

Grade xii aGrade xii a

Sunandini ChakrabartySinjini BhattacharjeeKhushi Juneja Prachi Singh Yashvi Tikmani
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Lavanya Kapahi Mahak Jain

Priyal Jain Radhika Bansal

Bhavya Chaudhary Diya Jain Hiya Arya

Jahnavi Agrawal
Ms Shallu Kumar

Rashpreet Gill Riya Yadav Roopal Tulsiani

Grade xii B1Grade xii B1

Somya Kumar Swarna AgarwalSveda AggerwhilSumedha Chawla
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Khushboo Agarwal Khushi Malpani

Akanksha Khetan Drishti Rajpal
 

Palak Agrawal Prapti Gupta Priyansha Bhalla

Kaavya Gupta
 

Khushi Malhotra

Grade xii B2Grade xii B2

Aakriti Karnani
 

Ishika Agarwal
 

Ms. Yasmeen Jamil

Ribhya Khullar

Tanvi Khandelwal
 

Sneha Bansal
 

Roshni Saraf
 

Tulika Mukarka
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Chitra Shah Disha Nagpal Divyanshi Agarwal Divyanshi  

Aadrika Dwivedi
 

Aashi Agrawal
 

Aditi Gautam
 

Ashwina Bhati
 

Ms. Manmeet Sidhu

Husnal Kaur Sahni Manvi Suri Nandini Mishra Neer  

Shreepriya  

Shruti Singh
 

Sudarshana Dutta
 

Tanisha Bajaj
 

Grade xii CGrade xii C

Sanah AgrawalRitvi JainPreet Jakhar Sanya Tayal Vishwesha Harmukh
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Grade A LEvel YEAR 2Grade A LEvel YEAR 2

Aarshi MittalChalsi Chaudhary

Ms. Amrita Pandey

Jil Jani Kirti Ravi Kedia

Saumyaa Chaudhary Riya Garg Mannan Kaur
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2020-2021

It is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought without
accepting it.

Aristotle
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+91.135.711 3000

+91.98370 22222

admissions@uws.edu.in

Mussoorie Diversion Road
Dehradun - 248009, India

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
ISHANI SAKHUJA  GRADE VIII
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